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By Reed Kroloff 

Last month's party celebrating Radio City 

Music Hall's reopening should have been 

a grand affair. Nearly 5,000 New Yorkers in 

formal wear slogged through a driving rain 

to toast the theater's $70 million makeover. 

And with performers ranging from hip-hop 

diva Mary J. Blige to old-school diva Liza 

Minnelli (and, of course, the endearingly 

anachronistic Rockettes), there promised 

to be something for everyone. 

Everyone but architects. The program 

was a three-hour marathon of song, dance, 

film, and speeches extolling Radio City's 

historica l and cultural significance. But 

Radio City's enduring popularity is a trib

ute to the inventiveness of designer Donald 

Deskey and architect Edward Durrell Stone, 

who brought it to life. Now, its magnificent 

renovation confirms Hugh Hardy and his 

office as the nation's most astute theater 

restoration architects. That any of them 

would go uncredited at their own party is 

shameful. Unfortunately, it indicates that this 

profession has yet to convince the general 

public-or apparently even its own clients

that its services are memorable. 

Ironically, design has never been a more 

popular commodity: We've all seen Michael 

Architects deserve top billing-but 
they're going to have to grab it. 

despite a string of heartfelt testimonials 

about the building, not one of the nearly 20 

performers or speakers-including news 

anchor Tom Brokaw and Radio City's owners 

and managers-mentioned the architects 

who designed or restored it. Not one. 

On an evening intended to herald Radio 

City's renovation, ignoring the architects who 

made it happen was an insulting oversight, 

analogous to praising the success of Apple 

Computer without mentioning its fou nder 

Steve Jobs, or analyzing Star Wars without 

crediting director George Lucas. It just 

wou ldn 't happen. To add insult to injury, the 

gala's printed program listed renovation 

architects Hardy Holzman Pfeiffer 

Associates as part of the construction team, 

but below the construction managers and the 
mechanical/electrical/plumbing engineers. 

This isn't a tantrum about star billing. 

And no offense to our friends in waste or con

struction management, but the 5,000 guests 

in Radio City were not there to admire the toi

lets or marvel at the project's billing records. 

People came for the same reason they have 

always come: to be entertained in a spectacu

lar architectural setting. The Music Hall is a 

gold-leafed art-deco extravaganza, an out

sized, overripe fantasy that is as delicious 

today as it was when it opened 67 years ago. 

Graves at Target. But how many other archi

tects do most people know? (Besides Frank 

Lloyd Wright, who I believe is still dead.) And 

what is the profession doing to put-and 

keep-itself in the public eye? Precious little. 

Architects have long been squeamish 

about advertising, dismissing self-promotion 

as beneath them. But in an age when build

ings are often little more than armatures for 

advertising, isn't that reluctance a bit quaint? 

Advertising isn't simply about selling, it's 

about making connections between ideas 

and the people who consume them. Even the 

American Institute of Architects, stodgiest 

of stodgies, has gotten the message, finally 

launching a television campaign last fall. 

And it wasn't half bad. Help them, tell them, 

to do more. 
Whether they recognize it or not, most 

architects are already advertising in cyber

space: The nomenclature may be more palat

able, but Web sites are simply a new form of 

self-promotion. Yet there is still reluctance 

to exploit even this limited advertising venue. 

That attitude must change. In today's media

savvy market, architects are going to have 

to build brand recognition just like everyone 

else, and that means advertising. There's 

nothing unclean about it. And believe me, it's 

much more pleasant than being forgotten . It 
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I ette rs 

Have a heart 
I'm surprised by the discourse sur
rounding the heart-shaped museum 
addition to the Heart Hospital and 
the Heart Institute of the Desert in 
Rancho Mirage (August 1999, page 
33). This structure is more public 
art than pure architecture, and the 
role of public art is to create dis
course and challenge perception . 
The question is how the architect 
is implicated in changing public 
perception. Narendra Patel's work 
will create the city 's identity as a 
community challenging heart dis
ease. Considering heart disease
related death statistics, I am a firm 
supporter of this development. 

Rita Goodemote 
Rancho Mirage, Cal ifornia 

In the dark 
I feel compelled to write regarding 
" Play of Light" (August 1999, pages 
70-75), which features the building 
I own and occupy. Although the 
images show the building well 
and the copy all but canonizes 
Wendell Burnette, the story and 
photographs miss some important 
points. I was totally excluded from 
the copy as having been a contribu
tor to the design, detailing, finish , 
and furnishings. I realize there is 
a precedent in the world of " true 
architecture" to avoid discussing 
the "interior decorator's" meddling 
in creating a great building ; it is 
certainly true in this instance since 
my contributions as the interior 
designer for my own studio were 
completely ignored. 

I do not dispute Wendell 
Burnette 's bri 11 iance as an 
architect, but I do take issue with 
Architecture and Burnette 
particularly for usurping my contri
butions to the project's esthetic 
success. It would have been far 
more accurate and interesting 
had the piece acknowledged the 
collaborative nature of the design
build proj ect as it reall y occurred. 

David Michael Miller 
David Michael Miller Associates 

Scottsdale, Arizona 

Get to work 
Reed Kroloff's August editorial 
(page 11) was a well-needed mes
sage to the architecture community. 
To thrive, architects need to create 
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more of a business ethic so they 
can be properly compensated for 
their services, rather than sacrifice 
themselves for their art. As my 
father (not an architect) always told 
me, " If you 're going to be in the 
business, then be in the business." 

Julie D. Taylor 
Tay lor & Company 

Beverly Hills, California 

Assigned seating 
Thank you for your coverage of 
ADA design issues (August 1999, 
pages 116-119). However, U.S. 
District Judge Thomas F. Hogan 
did not dismiss the Paralyzed 
Veterans of America's lawsuit in 
the MCI Center case, nor was PVA 
"rebuffed." Rather, he dismissed 
Ellerbe Beckett as a defendant and 
ruled in favor of PVA, et al. 
Moreover, Judge Hogan ordered 
the necessary design and construc
tion modifications to give wheel
chair users and others with 
disabilities a comparable line of 
sight over standing spectators. The 
decision was ultimately appealed 
to the Supreme Court, which 
refused to hear the case. 

Judge Hogan's decision stands 
and the outcome sought by PVA 
was achieved. Architects should 
understand that this case has 
serious repercussions for them; 
the ruling has had a significant 
effect on the design of today's 
fixed-seating assembly facilities 
nationwide. 

Kim Allen Beasley 
National Architecture Director, PVA 

Washington, D.C. 

The ADA, as enforced, requires 
accessibility for "one percent, 
but not less than one, of all fixed 
seats." Before the ADA, disabled 
access was a matter of "reasonable 
accommodation." As implemented, 
the ADA is entitlement based on 
regulatory gibberish. Common 
sense would dictate considering 
how many customers actually use 
wheelchair seating. Like handicap 
parking, "reserved" seating areas 
must meet stringent requirements 
and are costly to build . This is not 
fair to property owners, who foot 
the bi 11, or the 98 percent of the 
public that is not disabled . Too 
often , such requirements exceed 
common sense. Reserved seating 

areas sit largely unused at many 
venues, so we should build more 
of them? The Justice Department 
must have nothing better to do than 
enforce a law that never should 
have been passed in the first place. 

Richard Deight 
Buena Park, California 

Stone age 
Your August cover concept was 
cliche and pathetic. Heroic notions 
of architectural permanence, time
lessness, and territoriality are nos
talgic drivel. What is the benefit of 
a contemporary journal professing 
concepts that are so dated? The 
American architectural profession 
is nostalgic enough. There are 
great opportunities for architecture 
in looking ahead; stop forcing your 
readership to relive the past. 

Matthew O'Malia 
Bangor, Maine 

That's a wrap 
Thanks to Architecture (August 
1999, page 25), now I know how 
Frank Gehry gets the inspirations 
for his designs. 
' SCENARIO: It is tax time. A 

tape from an adding machine in 
a busy office overflows the waste
basket and lands on the floor near 
one of the study models. The 
master sees it. He says, "Take a 
picture-that is the concept for our 
addition and renovation of the 
Corcoran." 

Am I the only one who suspects 
that the emperor has no clothes? 

CORRECTIONS 

Carroll S. Rankin 
Palo Alto, California 

San Francisco's 

Kaplan/Mclaughlin/Diaz will 
oversee the renovation of Eero 
Saarinen's General Motors Warren 

Technical Center in Warren, 
Michigan. 

WE WANT TO HEAR FROM YOU! 
Please mail your letters to the edi 
tor to : Architecture, 1515 Broadway, 
New York, NY 10036. Or fax to: 
212/382-6016. Or e-mail us at: 
info@architecturemag.com. 
Include your name, address, and 
daytime telephone number. Letters 
may be edited for clarity or length. 



city dates 

Chicago through January 31, 2000 

Los Angeles through January 9, 2000 

Montreal December 9-
Apri I 9, 2000 

New York City through January 2, 2000 

Rotterdam, through January 16, 2000 

the Netherlands 

Washington, D.C. through January 2, 2000 

• Interlocking ball-Joint design - _ 
allows components to conform 
to the uneven surfaces of the real world. 

•Assemblies accommodate 1/2" to 2-1/4" offset heights. 

exhibition contact 

Wheel People at the Chicago (312) 922-3432 
Architecture Foundation 

Pompeii: Life in a Roman Town atthe (323) 857-6000 
Los Angeles County Museum of Art 

Triumphs of the Baroque: (514) 285-1600 
Architecture in Europe, 1600-1750 
at the Montreal Museum of Fine Arts 
Woode n model of Cathedral of St. Isaac in St. 
Petersburg, Russ ia (c. 1768), by Anton io Rinaldi 
is among offerings of Montrea l Museum of Fine Arts 
Baroque archit ectu re exh ibit. 

Prague Architecture Through the (212) 369-4880 
Centuries at the National Academy 
of Design Museum and School 

of Fine Art 

Silent Collisions-Morphosis: (31) (10) 440-1200 
Work in Progress 

Stay Cool! Air-Conditioning America at the National (202) 272-2448 
Building Museum 

Circle 30 on information card 

• Durable, sturdy, 
fire retardant 
rubber. 

• Accommodate 112" 
and 1" offset heights. 

• Superior grip, anti-slip surface. 

e:ePEMKO 
4226 Transport SI., Ventura, CA 93003 
Ph: (8001 283-9988 Fax: (8001 283-4050 
5535 Distribution Dr., Memphis, TN 38141 
Ph: (8001 824-3018 Fax: (8001 243-3656 
www.pemko.com <!:> Pemko Mtu. cu. 11197 



city 

Boston 

Charleston, 
South Carolina 

Dallas 

Los Angeles 

Miami 

New York City 

dates conference 

November 16-18 15th Annual Build Boston 

February 13-17, 2000 26th International Making Cities Livable Conference 

January 14-17, 2000 2000 International Builders Show 

March 29-31 , 2000 

June 14-18, 2000 

April 15-19, 2000 

WestWeek 2000 

53rd Annual Meeting of the Society of 
Architectural Historians 

2000 National Planning 
Conference, sponsored 
by the American 
Planning Association 

At Apri l 2000 conference, American 
Planning Association will use 
Levittown, New York, as case study 
for postwar suburbanization of 
New York City. 

achild l d You always . ove ~olo"~~ working with t,,' I ., • 

contact 

(800) 544-1898 

(831) 626-9080 

www.B u i ldersShow. 
com 

(310) 360-6423 

www.sah.org 

(202) 872-0611 



competition 

Society of Architectural Historians 2000 Fellowships 

1999 Apgar Award for Excellence recognizes contributions to the observation, 
interpretation, and evaluation of America's built environment, spom;ored by 
the National Building Museum 

47th Annual Progressive Architecture Awards, 
sponsored by Architecture 

Som is Hay Barn and Stable in Som is, Cal ifornia, by 
SPF:a was among last year's P/A Award winners. 

Martin Luther King, Jr., National Memorial Competition 

Architecture in Perspective 15 architectural drawing 
competition, sponsored by the American Society of 

Architectural Perspectivists 

Planning a City of Dreams: Designs for Sapporo, 
Japan, Design Competition 

deadline 

November 15 

November 16 

December 1 

December 1 

December6 

January 31, 2000 

copper lets you feel like a kid again. 

contact 

www.sah.org 

(202) 272-2448 

(212) 536-6221 

(410) 554-0040 ext. 110 

(202) 737-4401 

(81) (11) 717-8850 



Choose centered or offset canopies, with solid 
or perforated panels. 

Integrate Landscape Forms Presidio or Plexus 
seating in flat or backed styles. 

wall 

Add one-, two- or three-panel high waifs with 
solid, perforated or windowpane panels. 
Posts that are not attached to a canopy are 
topped with a finial. 

Photo: Centered canopies with perforated panels, one- and two-panel high waifs with perforated panels, Presidio flat seats, ivory powdercoat. Shown with optional fighting . 
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STRUCTURES 

Most of the 2,100 fatalities and thousands of injuries 

resulting from the massive 7.6-magnitude earth

quake that struck central Taiwan on September 21 

can be attributed either directly or indirectly to 

the collapse of nearly 10,000 buildings. Before the 

dust had settled, reports of shoddy construction, 

corrupt contractors, and lax building inspectors 

began to circulate just as they did following Turkey 's 

devastating quake a month earlier (Architecture, 

October 1999, page 35). Criminality, however, may 

be less of a culprit in the disaster than other factors: 

Taiwan sits dangerously at the intersection of the 

Philippine and Eurasian tectonic plates. Therefore, 

the country has for many years relied on its own 

version of California's seismic building code. 

King Le Chang, managing principal of Ove Arup's 

Los Angeles office, dismisses stories that exagger

ate the role of corruption in the disaster. "Sure, 

there are some dishonest builders, but not enough 

to explain the vast destruction. Ten-to 15-story build

ings that col lapsed probably had lower floors with 

greater floor-to-floor heights and greater spans, 
because of their large, open commercial programs." 

Many buildings in Taiwan didn't collapse, 

but merely tilted out of plumb, resting against other 

PRESERVATION 

buildings or crashing to the ground in one piece. 

This loss of footing was due to liquefaction, where, in 

essence, the earth beneath a building is liquefied 

and unable to support the structure 's weight. 

Atila Zekioglu, Arup senior associate and head of 

the firm 's seismic engineering group, notes that 

Taiwan's codes reflect probabilities rather than 

worst-case scenarios, a fine point most people don't 

understand. The lay consensus is that people in seis

mically active areas of the United States are pro

tected from the catastrophic damage experienced 

in Turkey and Taiwan. Many earthquake experts 

believe this is a dangerous assumption. 

"Seismic design is an evolving science. Each 

major earthquake teaches us new things," suggests 

Zekioglu . He believes that performance-based 

engineering is the only way to reduce substantially 

the damage caused by the much-dreaded Big One. 

"Every building is a unique product whose function 

should be considered beyond the opening of a 

code book," he insists. Zekioglu encourages clients 

to consider the function, size, and specific location 
of their buildings when deciding whether to design 

beyond the minimum standards. Meanwhile, the 

geological clock is ticking. Sara Hart 

I 

news 

Buzz 
West Warwick, Rhode Island-based 

Dryvit Systems, a manu factu rer of 

synthetic stucco, has settled a 

much-publicized 1996 class-action 

lawsuit that alleged moisture damage 

in several North Carolina homes. 

Restorations under way at the Getty 

Center Villa in Mal ibu will include 

something new: park ing. Zoning 

officia ls approved 560 spaces for the 

expanded museum. Previously, visitors 

had to reserve a spot in the Getty 's 

291-space garage or take the bus to 

reach the hillside vill a. 

Morris Lapidus' Eden Roe Reso rt & 

Spa in Miami Beach, Fl orida, is 

receiving a $24 million restoration 

that its owners promise will preserve 

the original integri ty of Lapidus' 

1950s art deco visi on. 

Pasadena, California-based architect 

Michael O'Brien has purchased a 

Greene & Greene-designed 

bungalow in his hometown, saving 

it from the wreck ing ball . O'Brien paid 

$1 fo r the house, and-as required

will mo ve it to another site this fa ll 

(Architecture, April 1999, page 31). 

Leers Weinzapfel Associates wi II 

des ign a foreign -language cente r for 

Ohio State Univers ity. 

Eric Strain Architect of Las Vegas 

will design a 5,000-square-foot, 

$1 million visitors center for Mormon 

Fort, to be completed in 2002. 

Maya Lin will design a winter garden 

ins ide a high-rise building present ly 

under construction for American 

Express in downtown Minneapol is. 

New Yo rk City 's Ehrenkrantz 

Eckstut and l<uhn will des ign a 

572,000-square-foot cultura l 

and retail development on 

Philade lphia 's Delaware ri verfront 

called Penn 's Landing. 

architectu re 11.99 33 



COMMERCE 

Federal Small 
Business 
Standards Relaxed 
Feeling smaller, architect? You might 
now: The U.S. Small Business 
Administration (SBA) recently raised the 
threshold for what it considers a "small" 
architecture firm. Formerly, firms had to 
count less than $2.5 million in average 
annual receipts for the SBA to define it as 
a small business. With this change, the 
SBA has expanded its definition of small 
architecture practices to those making 
$4 million a year or less. The designation 
is crucial for some firms, as it determines 
which companies in a given industry are 
eligible to compete for contracts set aside 
by the federal government for small 
businesses. It also defines which firms 
may participate in SBA's 7Cal guaranteed 
small-business loan program. 

The increase in the size standard was 
prompted by SBA's recognition that a 
relatively low share of federal procure
ment dollars was being awarded to 
smaller architectural firms during fiscal 
years 1995 and 1996; at the previous 
standard, small businesses accounted for 
52 percent of architects' revenues, but 
received only 25.5 percent of federal 
contracting dollars. 

In all, says SBA assistant administra
tor Gary Jackson, who handled the rule 
change, the agency received 130 com
ments on the proposal-which originally 
would have hiked the ceiling to $5 million 
for architects. Just over half of the 
comments favored the proposed thresh
old or one slightly higher; sl ightly less 
than half called for a smaller increase in 
the standard or no change at all. 

In the end, it's all about deciding at 
what point a business' competitive 
situation significantly changes. "We 
decided that $4 million was most appro
priate" as a size standard, Jackson 
says. "Those with more than $4 million 
should be competitive against larger 
businesses, and those right around 
$4 million wouldn't necessarily harm 
businesses that were much smaller 
than that," he adds. "We believe that, 
given the comments we received, 
we have a good dividing line." B.M. 



HAPPY BIRTHDAY! 

National 
Trust has 
resided in 
Jules Henri 
DeSibour
designed 
apartment 
building 
since 1977. 

DeSibour, a 
descendant of 
France 's King 
Louis XVI , 
designed 
much of D.C .'s 
surviving 
beaux-arts 
fabric. 

National Trust 
Celebrates 50 Years 
Were it not for the National Trust for Historic 

Preservation, much of our downtowns and even 

countrysides would look like Madison Square 

Garden . Not even the Trust, founded in 1949, 

could save Pennsylvania Station from becoming a 

boxing ring in 1963. But over the past 50 years, it 

has helped the preservation community accrue 

the respect and clout it needs to save the nation's 

other threatened landmarks. 

On October 21, the Trust cel ebrated its golden 

anniversary with a conference and a big party at the 

National Building Museum in Wash ington, D.C . 

The event showed how far a movement once viewed 

as a bunch of dewy-eyed leftists has matured 

into a formidable presence on the political scene, 

with 270,000 members. Speakers included First 

Lady Hillary Rodham Clinton, Secretary of the 

Interior Bruce Babbitt, and an impressive roster of 

state and local politicians. 

The Trust 's five-decade-long mission has been 

fairly singular: fighting destruction of the nation 's 

heritage. But it has been nothing if not progressive 

in it s execution, moving aggressively to protect 

signifi cant historic resources before they fall into 
danger. In 1951, the Trust acquired the Woodlawn 

Plantat ion in Mount Vernon, Virginia, as its first 

museum property; it now owns and/or operates 

about 20 others, including Montpelier, the home of 

James Madison. The Main Street Project, launched 

in 1977, was the first to advocate the preservation 

of entire communities. And, in 1988, the Trust issued 

its first " 11 Most Endangered Places" list (Architecture, 

July 1999, page 41), which every year since has 

focused urgent attention on places, properties, and 

ways of life under siege, from the Freedmen 's 

towns of Texas to the entire state of Vermont. B.M. 

The U.S. State Department has chosen 

Hellmuth, Obata & Kassabaum 
to des ign rep lacements for the U.S. 

embassies in Nairobi , Kenya, and 

Dar es Salaam, Tanzania, that fe ll to 

terrorist bombings last year. 

The short li st to design a new 

business school for the Univers ity of 

Chicago-across the street from 

Frank Lloyd Wright's Robi e House, 

incidenta lly-comprises Perkins & 

Will , Pei Cobb Freed & Partners, 

Kohn Pedersen Fox Associates, 

Rafael Viiioly Architects, London's 

Porphyrios Associates, and 

Rafael Moneo. 

Los Angeles ' much-lauded school

bui lding in itiative has hi t some bad 

press. A $200 mi llion high school 

currently under construction is incon

veniently located on an abandoned 

oi lfield (oops) and wi ll probably have 

to be razed . 

Now that the fan fare surrounding the 

reopening of the Reichstag in Ber lin 

has subsided, Norman Foster still 

has one request-that he be paid in 

ful l.A Ge rman newspaper alleges 

that the Bundestag is withhold ing a 

portion of Sir Norman's fee, penalizing 

him for a leaky glass roof, thin wal ls, 

and a dearth of seating. 

Make it stop: In the city that has already 

bastardized the images of Venice, New 

York City, and Paris, plans are under 

way for a Las Vegas mall that wi ll con

tain a $4.3 mil lion replica of the 

Grand Canyon and a timeshare commu

nity called Cancun Caribe Las Vegas, 

modeled after a Mayan· pyramid (that 

has water slides attached to it). 

App liance man ufacturer Maytag has 

signed on to the R.hode Island 

School of Design effort to design the 
kitchen of the future. 

At the end of September, environmental 

groups-with the support of city 

officials-closed the city of 

Amsterdam to al l car traffic for an 

entire day to call attention to pollution 
and congestion issues. 
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GO SOARING WHILE PROJECif PARAMETERS 

Product: EFCO Series 5800 
Silicone Gasket Curtain Wall System 

Architect Gensler & Associates 

Building: San Diego 
International Airport 

Erector: Tower Glass, Inc. 

© 1999 EFCO Corporation 

STAY ON THE PLAN. 

Now the horizons are within your reach. Narrow sightlines and unobstructed 

views. Curved walls and slopes. A panorama of colors. And zero water infiltration. 

Discover EFCO Series 5800 Silicone Gasket Curtain Wall 

System. lrs the only one with a unique silicone gasket that 

allows narrow 21/i'' sightlines and low profiles. You can 

design curved walls using flat infills up to 7° off-axis, or 

create slopes down to 20° from horizontal. And the patented 

gasket is impervious to harmful U.V. rays, water, temperatures, 

and pollutants for the lifetime of the building. 

Series 5800 silicone gasket is pigment dyed throughout for 

continuous color; choose from 21 standard EFCO colors, or unlimited 

custom shades. And Series 5800 is compatible with the complete line 

of EFCO windows, storefronts, and entrance systems. 

Let your creativity take flight. Ask your 

EFCO representative about Series 5800 Silicone 

Gasket Curtain Wal l System, call EFCO direct at 

1-800-221-4169, or visit our Web site at 

www.efcocorp.com. 
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MEET THE FELLOWS 

1999-2000 
Loeb Fellows 
The Harvard University Graduate 
School of Design has announced 
10 winners of Loeb Fellowships. 
The one-year scholarship allows 
midlevel professionals the oppor
tunity to use Harvard's resources 
for independent study. 

Susan Chin, New York City 's 
assistant commiss ioner for 

capital projects, wi 11 study the 
economic impact of cultural 
venues on neighborhoods. 
Patricia Gallagher, Chicago's 

deputy commissioner of strategic 

planning, wants to study land
scape archi tecture so she 

can contribute to the revitaliza
tion of her city's parks. 
Stephen Goldsmith, a Salt Lake 

City-based artist and housing 
developer, will study urban design. 
Jacquelyn Harris, New York 

City 's director of land -use 

review, will study planning and 

zoning ordinances. 
Barbara Hoidh, of Berl in's sen

ate for building, housing, and 
transport, will study urban revital

ization and the relationship 
between politics and city-bu ilding . 
Alex Marshall, a Norfolk, Virginia

based freelance writer (and con
tr ibutor to Architecture), will study 

the dynamics of city growth. 
David Murbach, horticulturalist 

of Rockefeller Center in New 

York City, will study the landscape 
and garden history of Cuba. 

Marcia Rosen, an attorney 
and director of the mayor's office 
of housing in San Francisco, 
will explore the role of housing in 
community development. 
Gail Shibley, director of public 
affairs for the Federal Highway 
Adm inistration , will study 

urban planning, mass transit, and 
env ironmental issues. 
Arnold Valdez, land-use admin
istrator of Costilla County in 
Colorado, will explore his 
interests in sustainable design 
and arch itectural history. 

news 

The National Endowment for the 

Arts has granted Cite, the magazine 
of th e Rice University Design 

Alliance, $30 ,000 to assist in publi

cation. NEA has set aside $675,000 in 

2000 for design initiatives. Call 

(202) 682-5570 for more information . 

The U.S Department of Housing 

and Urban Development has 

committed more than $1 million to 

fund homeownership programs for 

the Appal achian states. 

President Clinton has signed a bill 

that cuts the U.S. General 

Administration's 2000 budget from 

$492 mill ion to a paltry $75 mil lion , 

reflecting the end of an era in federa l 

construction. Most shocking : Federal 

judges requested $579 million for new 

courthouses and received a big fat 

goose egg , In better news, Clinton 

earmarked $290 million for airport 

construction and renovation. 

Cambridge-based Tsoi/l<obus & 

Associates is des igning a new 

350 ,000-square-foot , $100 mi llion 

research bu ilding at the University 

of Massachusetts Medical School 

in Worcester. 

Cesar Pelli & Associates will design 

a $100 million downtown arts district 

for Madison, Wisconsin. 

Portland , Oregon , has enacted a city 

ord inance that limits the percentage of 

a house's street facade that can be a 

garage and the distance of a house 's 

entrance from the street, effective ly 

eliminating the two-car garage. 

Architectural Digest has spread its 
branding wings, unvei lin g a new 
title for the grease monkey in every 

decorato r. The launch issue of 

Architectural Digest Motoring hi t 

the stands in September; subsequent 
issues will appear periodically. 

Tickets for London's Millenni um Dome 
have gone on sa le: Adult tickets will 
cost approximately $33 ; each kid will 
set you back $27.Twelve million vis i
tors are expected next year. 
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THE LIST 

WMF's Monumental Efforts 

Last month, the World Monuments Fund (WMF) 

released its World Monuments Watch 2000 list of 100 
endangered architectural relics, archaeological 

sites, villages, and urban centers . See the complete list at 

www.worldmonuments.org. Samuel W. Barry 

1. Ancient Pompeii , Naples, Italy. Th is ancient city 

makes its t hi rd appearance on the WMF list, as threats 

from inadequate maintenance and insufficient tourist 

management imper il preservation efforts. 2. Saint 

Pierre Cathedral , Beauvais, France. This cathedra l, 

which boasts the wor ld's tal lest vau lted gothic space 

(a 153-foot-high nave), suffers from severe structural 

bi rth defects as well as f lying buttresses that dance 

in gale-force winds off the Engl ish Channe l. Eng ineers 

attempt ing to forti f y the butt resses in the 1950s 

removed iron t ies, which exacerbated the sway ing; 

recent ly instal led tempo rary reinforcements have 

made t he cathedra l too rigid. 3. Xuanjian Tower, Yuc i 

City, Shanxi, China. W hen convert ing th is two-story 

wooden tower, which predates the Ming Dynasty, into a 

factory in the 1950s, workers removed critica l roof 

brackets and structural support s. A later repavi ng of a 

road in front of the tower obstructed drainage, and t he 

foundation now needs to be rebuilt. 4. Viipuri Library , 

Vyborg, Russia. A Ivar Aa lto 's 1935 library, abandoned 

for more than a decade af ter Wor ld War II, sti ll suff ers 

from neglect. It retains no original c ladding or detai l, 

the roof and walls leak, and the inter ior is in need of 

extensive renovation . 5. San Juan de Ulua Fort, 

Veracruz, Mexico.This 16th-century fort has survived 

numerous military attacks but may not withstand 
pollut ion and neg lect. Although a sizable chunk of the 

origina l fort remains, sett ling has caused structural 

fractur ing, the wake from passing tankers has eroded 

foundat ions, and restorat ion funding continues to lag 

behind the scope of restorat ion work. 6. Metropolitan 

Building, Calcutta, India. A fashionab le shoppi ng 

destination during Br itish colonial ru le in India, t his 

neo-baroque landmark fell out of favor af ter India's 

independence in 1947. The WMF worr ies that politi cs 

may prec lude preserving this architectural gem. 

Sigrid Miller Pollin has le ft the chair 

of California State Polytechnic 

University 's architecture departme nt 

to fou nd the first de gre e-granting 

arch itecture program at the 

University of Massachusetts. 

At the ir 50th anniversary co nfe rence 

last month, the National Trust for 

Historic Preservation sin gled out 

Senator Daniel Patricl1 Moynihan 

(0-New York); the Galveston, CTexasJ, 

Historical Society;·Banana 

Republic; Boston mayor Thomas 

Menino; and forme r Chicag o Bear 

Walter Payton fo r the ir va ri ous 

effo rts at re usi ng histo ric fabric for 

new commercial ventures. 

At their an nual meeting last month, the 
American Society of Landscape 

Architects unve iled an ambiti ous plan 

to connect most of the Easte rn 

Seaboard-from Maine to Long 

Island-wi th parks, ak in to Frederick 

Law Olmstead 's "Emera ld Neckl ace" 

strin g of park land in Boston . 

After its owners were convicted of 

fraud and racketeeri ng this summer, 
Nevada state officials seized the famed 
Mustang Ranch brothel and are 

plan nin g to co nvert it in to a true mus-

tang ranch-one that ra ises ho rses. 

New York City offi cials have fina lly 

app roved a Second Avenue subway li ne 

fo r the East Side, a project that 

has been hampered by bureaucratic 

red tape since the 1940s. 
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The Solutia Doc Awards are an 

industry benchmark achieved by only 

the most distinguished designers. 

WI NN ING FIRM : Gensler, New York, NY 

D ESIGN TE A M ( SHOW N I N PH OT O , 

LE FT T O RIGH T) : Mario Perez, 
Walter Hunt, Ana Gonzalez and 
Mark Morton 

PROJECT: Home Box Office (HBO) 
Creative Services 

CA R PET FI BE R: Ultron®VIP Nylon 



DOC. THE CONTEST. 
THE MAR K OF EX CELLENCE . 
ASK FOR TH E 1999 CA LL-FOR-ENTRIES. 

• wmner 
Gensler 

Imagine the energy of creative directors' offices 

like beach cabanas, with vivid colors, lightweight 

furniture and boldly graphic carpet that turns the corridor into a 

boardwalk. Our Doc winners did. And took top prize. 

• • 
• • • • 

SOLUTIA . . . 
• • 
• • • • Applied Chemistry, Creative Solutions '" 

LET US TELL YOU MORE : 800-543 - 5377 , 770-951-7600 OR WWW.ULTRONVIP.COM. 
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OPEN NG 

Tschumi's Columbia Space Opens 
Bringing up Bernard Tschumi's new student center at Columbia University at a New York City 
cocktail party in the past year was guaranteed to start tongues wagging. Architects have been 
feverishly divided over the design of Alfred Lerner Hall, which many accused of being clumsily 
faithful to the surrounding beaux-arts buildings in the heart of Columbia's campus. With the 
building ' s opening in September, however, it's obvious where to look for the lion's share of 
Tschumi 's design inspiration and $85 million budget: a soaring atrium, dramatically lined with 
ramps and sta ircases, and flooded with light from its glazed north wall. Ned Cramer 

VITALS 

Which States Are Least Affordable? 
The National Low Income Housing Coalition has released new figures that express 
the percent of the federal minimum wage needed to afford a two-bedroom apartment 
in each of the 50 states at a fair-market rent. Below are the priciest. 

STATE PERCENT OF THE FEDERAL MINIMUM WAGE NEEDED 

Yawaii I•• 

ew Jersey 309% 

lewYork 308% 

istrict of Columbia 306% 

lassachusetts 296% 

laska 291 % 
.alifornia 289% 

onnecticut 286% 

laryland 257% 

evada 257% 
SOURCE: NATIONAL LOW INCOME HOUSING COALITION 



OPENING 

Theater in the Round 

GROWING PAINS 

Just up the Thames from 
Shakespeare's beloved and 
recently re-created Globe 
Theater is a theatrical landmark 
of a different sort. The British 
Film Institute recently opened 
the London IMAX, a sleek glass 
drum cleverly tucked into a 
huge, elliptical traffic round
about known disparagingly as 
the Bullring. The $30 million 
theater, designed by local 
architect Bryan Avery, is now the 
U.K.'s largest cinema-and 
the latest cultural catalyst for 
London's burgeoning South 
Bank. Raul A. Barreneche 

California Looks for the Right Box 
Call it the blanding-and branding-of the American landscape. "Big-box" stores 

seem like they're here to stay, no matter how unattractive they may be. But it wasn't 

esthetics that prompted a recent surprise attempt by the California legislature to 

rein in giant retailers . It was simple economics. 

In September, in the frenzied final days of the legislative session and without 

public notice or hearings, lawmakers passed a bill that would have limited the size 

of stores such as Costco, Kmart, and Wal-Mart, as well as local authority over land 

use. Had Governor Gray Davis not vetoed it, Assembly Bill 84 would have prohibited 

city and county governments from approving stores larger than 100,000 square 

feet if more than 15,000 square feet was to be devoted to nontaxable merchandise, 

namely food and prescription drugs. 

Although some backers of the bill said they were partly defending Main Street's 

corner stores and strip malls anchored by supermarkets from the big-box 

epidemic, the governor's veto message touched on the costs of limiting commercial 

competition and individual choice. Not only was the bill anti-competition and 

anti-consumer, it represents the worst kind of encl-of-session maneuvering by spe
cial interests, Davis said. Nevertheless, similar proposals are current ly under 

consideration in Tucson, Arizona, and Las Vegas. 

Meanwhile, the state's construction industry is corning up a winner. Forecasters 

at the University of California, Los Angeles, say construction is among the top 

three industries experiencing job growth and rising wages, a distinction it shares 

with the film and computer industries. 

Yet at the same time, the state is suffering a severe housing shortage that has 

caused rental rates and home sales prices to soar. Maybe some of those well-paid 

workers could be redirected from retail to residential; that would at least create 

boxes where people could live. Ann Jarmusch 

Ann Jannusch is the architecture critic of the San Diego Union-Tribune. 

Long established as architects' finish 
of choice for aluminum, anodizing 
provides advantages not available with 
other coatings: 

• Abrasion resistant 
• Cost effective 
• Hard and durable 
• Weather resistant 
• Doesn't crack or peel 
• Unaffected by sunlight 
• Environmentally friendly 

Anodized finishes aren't just a 
coating ... they become part of the 
metal. And, you can select from a 
palette of exciting colors .. . or a clear 
anodize which shows off aluminum's 
own handsome luster. 

Anodizing offers the look that lasts, 
enhances your distinctive design, 
surpasses your clients' demand for cost 
effectiveness, and imparts enduring 
beauty. 

Aluminum Anodizers Council 
1000 N. Rand Road, Suite 214 

Wauconda, IL 60084-1184 USA 
Tel: 8471526-2010 • Fax: 8471526-3993 

mail@anodizing.org 
www.anodizing.org 

finish It Right - Ano~ize It 
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AWARD 

Finally ... 
a Web site 
filled with 

bright ideas. 
www.kalwall.com 

Now you can view the work of some 
of the world 's most renowned 
architects ... 

See for yourself the practical solu
tions to realizing your own design 
dreams .. . 

Quickly explore unlimited daylighting 
alternatives ... 

Learn how building owners are turn
ing "green" and realizing major 
HVAC savings using the most highly 
insulating, translucent technologies 
the world has ever seen ... 

KalWiitt® 
PO Box 237, Manchester, NH 03105 800-258-9777 
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Layers of Rome by Roger Trancik , Professor, Cornell University, Ithaca, New York. www.CD-ROME.com . Urban 30™. © Live & Learn Inc. 

The most complete set of modeling tools for 3D design. 
Layers of Rome, a CD-ROM for Macintosh and Windows, explores how the ancient city of Rome, Italy, rebuilt itself layer 

upon layer into a modem metropolis. form•Z was an indispensable tool for creating 3D models of this 2000-year transformation. 

Being stable and swift, it adapted well to a range of modeling operations, from the bold geometry of Emperor Hadrian's 

Pantheon, to Borromini's complex Baroque architecture. 

3D solid and surface modeling software at its best, with 

Visit us at www.formz.com to download a free demo. 

photorealistic rendering, radiosity, and animation . 

Call (614) 488-8838 or fax (614) 488-0848 for information. 

~ ::111 
~ = 

~1\ 
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TALL TALE 

Chicago's 
Tower Envy 

Chicago-whose familiar 
"second city" angst was 
exacerbated when Petronas 
Towers in Kuala Lumpur 
dethroned Sears Tower as 
the tall building champ-is 
back in the race to the sky. 
Conceptual plans were 
approved in September by 
the city for a 2,000-foot
tall, pencil-thin tower 
designed by Adrian Smith of 
Skidmore, Owings & Merrill 
CSOMl. Dubbed Seven South 
Dearborn, the aluminum 
and stainless-steel tower 
will rise in the middle of 
Chicago's Loop at the south
east corner of Dearborn and 
Madison Streets. 

The overall height 
includes dual 450-foot-tall 
broadcasting towers atop 
the 1,550-foot-tall, 108-
story, 1. 9 million-square
foot mixed-use structure. 
SOM's initial drawings 

depict six telescoping volumes of varying sizes built 
around a concrete core. The lower volumes, housing 
commercial, parking, and office spaces, are based 
on a stayed-mast structural system. Residential 
and communications facilities occupy the upper 
floors and are cantilevered in three discrete sections 
from the central mast. "The basic massing is 
set. Beyond that, there's a lot of work to do," says 
Smith, who stated there's an 80 percent chance 
the building will be built at the proposed height. 

Arguably, the building's height isn't solely a func
tion of ego and Chicago machismo. Requirements 
for high-definition television antennas in the com
ing years will exhaust all available space on the 
rooftop masts of both the Sears Tower and the 
Hancock Center. Commitments from local broad
casters to use the building's mast as a communica
tions hub are considered crucial to its economic 
viability at the proposed height. 

The war of height continues as developers have 
announced plans for taller buildings in Shanghai 
and Taipei. Current plans call for groundbreaking 
during the second quarter of 2000 with comple
tion in 2004. Edward Keegan 

LIGHTS OUT! 

Money Store Flips the Switch 
The ghastly, pyramidal forms of the Money Store headquarters in West Sacramento, 

California, will no longer lighten the doorways of-or cast an evil glow over-historic Old 

Sacramento across the river. After months of vociferous complaints from river 

strollers, Money Store has finally doused the tacky lighting on the ziggurat (Architecture, 

July 1999, page 67) . No word on the "LOVE THEM KINGS!" banner, though. M.J.O. 
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It's not like the rest. 

The new Clad Ultimate Double Hung. No compromises. That was o ur 

object ive. So we gave it c lean, tradi ti o nal lines and an all -wood interior. 

El iminated unsightly, viny l jamb l iners. And developed an exclusive sash 

t rack ing and locking system for eas ier openi ng, closing and cleaning. With over 

100 design changes, the new Clad Ultimate Double Hung is truly one of a kind . 

For a fre e product brochure, call 1-800-236-9690. MARVINi~ ~ In Canada, 1-800-263-6161 www.marvin .com 
Wi n dows and Doo r s 

Made for you. Circle 68 on info rmation card 
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WHAT IF? 

While officials in Salt Lake City prepare to build a $55 million, state-of- a qualified tenant. (The library will continue to use the bottom two stories 

the-art, 200,000-square-foot library, they're faced with the question of for storage.) "We're not going to rent it to any old tattoo parlor," says 

what to do with the old one once it's empty. The city's much-loved Main Sally Patrick, the library's assistant director. Instead, the city envisions 

Library, which opened in 1963, itself replaced a cherished monument that letting the space to a consortium of to-be-determined arts and community 

now houses a planetarium. Salt Lake City's growing population and the organizations. "There are certain spaces that would make lovely galleries," 

light speed of information technology have long since outpaced the con- says Patrick. "It's all so open." 

crete-clad box, designed in the International Style by locals Edwards and Gallery space would be nice, but wouldn't it be cheaper just to bulldoze 

Daniels Architects. But the city wasn't ready to let it go. the empty shell? Maybe, but finances are irrelevant. An innovative line item 

They've got a little time: The new library, designed by Moshe Safdie and in the original bond initiative for the Safdie project requires the adaptive 

Associates, won't open its doors until the fall of 2002. In the meantime, reuse of the old main library. In other words, Salt Lake City couldn't get a 

though, library officials are investigating leasing part of the old building to new library without promising to recycle the old one. M.J.O. 

Rolling Fire and Smoke Control Doors 

Rolling door specialists - - -- ------------------ -- - -------- - ------ ------- - -------------------
IRON•WORKS 

New solutions. 

Since I 828. '" 

-.. - -·· 

Crestwood Industrial Park 

Mountaintop, PA 18707 

SmokeShield protects against fire and also provides proven, reliable 
smoke-and-draft control. 

Exceeds UBC 1997, section 7.210, code 
requirement for protection from smoke and gas 
by more than 70%. 

- _.., _ -- ~ - --" \ . \~~· . --- ---

Carries two UL labels, one for fire protection and the other for 
smoke·and-droft control. In compliance with UL 1784 and NFPA air leakage 
standards. Fits openings up to 12' wide by l O' high. 

For details and drawings, literature, specifications, or consultative design 
support, please use toll-free access via telephone, fax, or e-mail. 

TEL 800.233.8366 
FAX 800.526.0841 

E-mail cornell@cornelliron.com 

Internet www.cornelliron.com 
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How to put your design team together. 

0 1999 Autodesk Inc. Autodesk, the Autodesk logo, Au toCAO and AutoCAD LT are registered trademarks and Design Your World is a trademark of Autodesk Inc. in the United States 
and/or other countries. •suggested retail price. 

Introducing AutoCAD LT" 2000. 

On virtually every project, you work 

with a multidisciplinary group of 

specialists. People who add expertise 

to original CAD designs. Architects and 

engineers, drafters and consultants, 

suppliers and clients. We call them t he 

extended design team. The quest ion 

is, how do you keep everyone and 

everything on track? 

The answer is new 

Autodesk: 
Open 
License 
Program 

AutoCAD LT 2000. With over 200 

improvements, AutoCAD LT 2000 soft

ware empowers the extended design 

team by enabling increased levels of 

communication and collaboration. It's 

easy to use, and with 100% AutoCAD• 

drawing compatibility, AutoCAD LT 

2000 software enables the team to 

easily exchange design ideas and 

drawing files throughout the duration 

of a project. It's the complete package 

for light editing, viewing, and other less 

complex CAD needs. And it's affordable, 

only $559~ See how AutoCAD LT 2000 

can put your design team together. 

Call your preferred software reseller, 

visit www.autodesk.com/b10 or call 

1-800-225-1076 ext.B 10. 

J. 

~Autodesk. : 
-I> 
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Your work is your signature. With Pavestone you can create an original masterpiece with our 

extensive paver product line, custom color palette and the versatility of our patented pavers. From 

traditional to modernism to the classics, our pavers have developed quite a loyal following. In 

fact, our products are permanently on display at Friends University, The Mansion on Turtle Creek, 

and Phoenix City Square ... just to name a few. And since your work is your signature, shouldn't it 

be etched in Pavestone? 
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SALES & MANUFACTURING: 

Austin, TX •.. (512) 346-7245 

Chattanooga, TN ... (423) 855-1899 

Cincinnati, OH ... (513) 474-3783 

D/FW, TX ... (817) 481-5802 

Denver, C0 ... (303) 287-3700 

Houston, TX ... (281) 391-7283 

Kansas City, M0 ... (816) 524-9900 

Lafayette, LA ... (318) 234-8312 

Las Vegas, NV ... (702) 221-2700 

New Orleans, LA ... (504) 882-9111 

Phoenix, AZ ... (602) 257-4588 

San Antonio, TX ( 512) 558-7283 



on the boards 

A master plan for the headquarters of German 
sporting-goods manufacturer Adidas gives new meaning to 
the term corporate culture. By Ned Cramer 

Physical Fitness 

After a century of commissioning skyscrapers 

that rarely say more than "size matters," cor

porations are waking to the possibility that 

architecture could embody an idea external to 

its own self- importance. And after years on 

the defensive, architects in turn are warming 

to the notion that the ideas behind their 

designs don 't have to be entirely of their own 
invention, t hat t hey can serve other, if not 

always higher, conceptual purposes. In the 

excitement of this reconciliation, designers 

and clients have adopted the advertising

industry buzzword "branding" to describe 

their newly col laborative creat ive process. 

Disney famously led t he trend, t apping 

heavy-hitters like Michael Graves and 

Arata lsozaki. Other companies are catching 

on fast, notably image-savvy sport ing-

54 11.99 arch itectu re 

goods manufacturers like Reebok and Nike, 

both of which are bu i lding eye-catching 

new offices. In a closed competition held 

this summer, another sports giant, Adidas

Salomon, picked a master plan by the 

Swiss-American firm Angeli I/Graham/ 

Pfenninger/Scholl Architecture that, starting 

in the next two years, will transform a former 
U.S. military base outside Herzogenaurach, 

Germany, into a new 160-hectare town. 

A Y-shaped park will separate three con

stituent programmatic components: Adidas is 

collaborating with the town of Herzogenaurach 

on public housing tor 2,500 to 3,000 people, as 

well as on a 200,000-square-meter leasable 

commercial development. Adidas is also build

ing itself a five-building headquarters, to be 

called "The World of Sports," that will incor-

porate an existing barracks building as offi ces. 

The architecture and landscape of each of 

these new elements will take on a different 

geological character, with housing clustered in 

an irregular pattern along a series of stepped 

plateaus; ribbonlike office buildings arrayed 

like ridges in the earth; and, in the Adidas 

headquarters, colorful blobs that accommo
date corporate functions and athletic activi

ties amid rolling hills. The headquarters will be 

open to the public for occasional sporting 

events, which are certain to be televised, and it 

wi 11 be constantly visible from the rest of the 

development. This planning strategy should 

lend scenic cohesiveness to the setting of 

buildings that, while currently undeveloped,' 

promise to be formally distinctive. It also 

promises to open to a larger community an 
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Architect Angelil/Graham/Pfenninger/Scholl organized master plan (above) around Y-shaped parkland. Adidas headquarters, called "The World of Sports," sits to north. 

Amorphous headquarters buildings (facing page) occupy pastoral setting (below left); architecture and landscape double as athletic facilities. Corporate campus 

will be accessible to public when it hosts major sporting events. Public housing units, west of park, align with geography of plateaus (below center). Leasable commercial 

space, east of park, recall ridges (below right) . 

Headquarters diagram Housing diagram Commercial diagram 
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Programmatic distribution diagram Public buildings diagram Case study 

Architects organized linear commercial buildings in arc (above left) , intermingled with greenspace, pathways and roads, plazas, and park ing (above right). Public buildings 

and train stations border central parkland at north end of commercial zone (above center), close to housing and Adidas headquarters. 

Single house plan Double house plan Rowhouse plan 

':lousing sector also comprises buildings among greenspace, pathways and roads, plazas, parking, as well as swimming pools. However, they are organized in clustered, 

rather than linear, pattern, and site will terrace down toward nearby town of Herzogenaurach . The architect envisions different housing types (above, from left to right) : 

freestanding single houses, ad joined double houses, and clusters of rowhouses. 

environment that's typically sealed: the corpo

rate campus. These relations between archi

tecture and landscape, public and private, are 
more than most "branded" architectural envi
ronments currently offer; one of the principal 
failings of Disney's Orlando complex, for 
instance, is the contextual isolation of such 

otherwise spectacularly conceived objects. 
The Adidas complex has the potential to 
become a 21st-century, commercial version of 

Versailles, or, closer to home, Karlsruhe
Baroque palace-towns possessed of a mono

lithic vision and esthetic integrity. 

56 11.99 architecture 

At one level, the Adidas headquarters is 

nothing more than a built form of advertising, 

but the morality of the scenario is far too 
complex to be dismissed so lightly. Can art 

borne of direct patronage rise above the cir

cumstances of its origins? Patronage does 
not automatically result in pure propaganda. 
Versailles and Karlsruhe were colossal 
boasts by absolute monarchs, but they stand 

today as testaments to the genius of 
the artists and architects that created them. 

In describing how their telegenic 
campus wi 11 support the company's goals, 

Angelil/Graham/Pfenninger/Scholl claim that 
the non-Cartesian geometries of their plan 

"seem ... to embody the progressive spirit of 
Adidas," though it's doubtful how convinced 
they are by this particular line of their own 

rhetoric. The architects, meanwhile, can sleep 
soundly with the belief that their non rectilinear 
forms "bear witness to the fleeting temporality 
of progress and acceleration." The wall of 

suspicion that divides culture and commerce is 

falling. While architects and their corporate 
clients may never see eye-to-eye, both may be 

the better for it. It 



To expedite competition entry, Angelil/Graham/Pfenninger/Scholl adopt ed sculptures by Swiss artist Marco Ganz as building forms of Ad idas headq uarters (this page). 

Partner Sarah Graham insists, however, that f irm intends to stick with non-Cartesian forms in developed des ign. Each of five bu ildings is intended to incorporat e not only 

corporate offi ces but also different athlet ic facilties, such as t ennis and in-line skat ing. 





Populism turns to pragmatism in 
Mayor Jerry Brown's town. 

Interview by Cathy Lang Ho 

When asked at a recent symposium what he intended to do about afford

able housing in Oakland, California, Mayor Jerry Brown quipped, "I 

already have affordable housing in Oakland; I want unaffordable hous

ing!" He was referring to one of Oakland's primary problems-the dispro

portionate size of its underclass and hence, the lack of a stable tax 

base-and his primary challenge: to revitalize this Bay Area city of 

388,000 by attracting new businesses and residents. The former gover

nor of California and three-time presidential candidate-once known as 

Governor Moonbeam for his famously idealistic, anti-establishment 

ethics-has been recently criticized for courting capitalism 's high rollers, 

who are crucial to his pro-development agenda. But Brown 's newfound 

nuts-and-bolts outlook might be just what Oakland needs . 

What are your goals for Oakland? 

I'd like to see the city be a place of genuine enjoyment for all its 

inhabitants. Oakland is filled with people with many different back-
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grounds, languages, politics, and levels of success. Its diversity is 

why it's famous, but it's also the reason it faces so many challenges. 

What's missing now-and what I'd like to see-is vitality in the 

downtown and in the neighborhoods. 

How does the city's diversity or other particular characteristics 

affect your job? 

Because of its diversity, it's difficult to get people in Oakland to forge 

a common agenda. In addition, it's easy for a relatively small number 

of people to block change. There's a deep conservatism in the rem

nants of the Left-these are people who think of themselves as "of the 
Third World," people who graduated from Berkeley in the 1960s-and 

they object to everything, whether it's a Starbucks opening in their 

neighborhood or any alteration to any building near their residences. 

The result is a very rigid and stagnant urban environment. 

How do you deal with such an environment? 
I deal with it by supporting people who want to make changes. For 

Oakland, change means people moving downtown and fixing up older 

neighborhoods. In the process, some things inevitably give way to 

others. But we have to address the fact that Oakland was forced to 

endure stagnation and mediocrity for too long. Oakland is finally 

becoming a magnet for many different kinds of people and business, 

because the economy in the Bay Area is so strong and people are 

getting priced out of San Francisco. We want to capture that. But 

those in Oakland who have hung on through the lean years are now 

reacting with dismay and disorientation to the newcomers and the 

different thrust they are bringing the city. 

Do you think they have good reason to resist what's happening? 
Aren't some types of change worth resisting? 
I'm not saying change is unequivocally good. And cities have, obvi

ously, made changes for the worse. For examp'le, it was wrong to 

devastate the Western Addition in San Francisco and move out the 
African-American population; it was wrong for Robert Moses to go to 

the excesses he did to create the West Side Highway in New York City. 

But that isn't the kind of change I'm talking about. I'm just saying that 

every new building or shadow and added increment of congestion cannot 

be used as a rationale for stopping economic activity. People who live 

in Oakland would like to see changes. They would like to see property 

values go up, as well as more access to a range of lively experiences. 

We have a new blues festival downtown, jazz clubs, the Oakland Ballet 
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has new life-there 's finally starting to be a dynamism in this city, and 

that can only be nourished by allowing the inflow of capital in intelli

gent ways. These can't be narrowly screened by people who have been 

conditioned by a suburban sense of what is and isn't dense. 

What do you think are people's primary fears? 

Activists in poor or ethnic neighborhoods are fearfu l about the dis

placement that occurs when people of different colors or income 

classes start to move in . People of middle-class backgrounds tend to 

be the ones complaining if someone tries to build a few stories higher 

than the bu ilding in which they live, or if new buildings are ugly or 

aren't set back far enough , or if they bring in more automobiles. Both 

these positions are formulas for status quo-and that is something 

that people voted against when they voted for me. 

How do you balance the needs and desires of so many 
different interest groups? Displacement from gentrification 

is a real problem. 

I don't think it's as real as people th ink. We're talking about new build

ings on empty lots and warehouse conversions. This is new economic 

activity. Remember, there are those who farm the poor, who make 
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money from keeping neighborhoods indentured to social services. 

For years, nobody wanted to invest in Oakland, so everything that hap

pened here was driven purely by public money. But finally private 

investors are noticing the beauty and possibility of Oakland, and they 

want to make some choices of their own, rather than be told by locals, 

"We want it this way." There is a NIMBYism here that that goes way 

beyond the basis of opposing ticky-tacky developments or Robert 

Moses-like acts that destroy wonderful old neighborhoods. 

What has led Oakland to its current reality, where subsidy more 
than free market is the basis of its government, infrastructure 
development, and economy? 
Because the streets were unsafe and the schools were deteriorated, 

middle-class residents and small businesses headed over the hills. 

The suburbs were built up out of the inner city, at least initially, as was 

the case in many other cities. Detroit, Rochester, and a hundred other 

cities are still pretty dead, but people are finally coming back here 

and Oakland is coming alive. Vitality is important and can be achieved 

with taste. But we'll never be able to achieve anything if things con

tinue as they have: In the year since I've been mayor, every single sig

nificant development project has been opposed. 

On what grounds? 

Traffic, shadows, height, density, inconsistency with existing charac

ter, nonunion business-you name it. And few proposals are made 

for viable alternatives. They always come in such a way that it drives 

the costs through the roof. Investors say it doesn't pencil out, and then 

projects die. 

So people would rather have nothing than something they 
don't agree with? 
I believe that's the case, although they deny that. 

Are you surprised at the criticism that casts your efforts to 
court capitalistic developers as a contradiction of your old 
populist politics? 
The truth is, the city spent all its money on public buildings, so there's 

very little public money left, and the only choice left is to attract new 

capital or to accept stagnation. The vast majority of the people who 

voted for me said they want Oakland on the move, they want to see 
downtown restored to a place where they can shop and do things. They 

complain there's nothing to do here, and they're right. I'm not trying 

to convert single-family houses into big apartments. I'm saying turn 
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our warehouses and dead downtown into something that will work 

in today's world. 

Tell me about "10K Downtown," your plan to bring 10,000 resi

dents to downtown Oakland. 
It's happening. There are major investors and developers-and resi

dents-who are lined up and ready for it, although we do have some way 

to go. Ultimately, the market determines where people want to put their 

money. A city plan can set up a framework, and zoning can create some 

continuity and assurance to people thattheir interests will be pro

tected, but it takes creative people to put forward a vision that develop

ers respond to. Our idea of "elegant density" downtown has gotten 

great response: While it's nothing new, it's about bringing together 

the whole panoply of urban civilization-art, music, dance, libraries, 

restaurants, schools-so all aspects of human life can interact. 

What do you think about the relationship or obligation of cities 

to regions or to each other? 
The hope is that they collaborate as needed. A lot of the problems 

cities have is due to the fact that they behave more as competitors 

than as collaborators or good neighbors. So you see them each 

chasing after the same shopping centers and other developments. I 

would say a lot of other cities have driven their problems into Oakland. 

For example, with public housing, people are not doing their fair share 

in the surrounding cities. The housing-job balance throughout the 

region is such that people need to drive too much-another problem 

we're trying to correct with our "10K Downtown " plan . 

Do you see any problems with mayoral heavy-handedness, of 
the sort made notorious by New York's Rudy Giuliani? 

Each issue has to be dealt with according to its own particularities. 

What is clear, however, is that a strong leadership is absolutely crucial 
to a city that needs to make changes. 

How does this job compare with your old one as governor? 

Being mayor is more fun. The more abstract you get, the more difficult 

things become, but cities are real, tangible. It's exhilarating to be 

able to see change unfold. I like a more organic, evolutionary approach 

to city growth, but in any scenar io you have to make decisions in 

order to set those changes in motion. Given the proliferation of ideas 
and wants in each city, it's important for mayors to take a stand to 

articulate the best vision for the city and make it happen. It 
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history 

Working the Land 
Modernism assumed many 

forms in mid-20th-century landscape 
architecture. By Dorothee Imbert 

In landscape studies the question of modernity is elusive. It is difficult 

to read a landscape: Clues must be found within structures or 

frames-whether a red folly or a rustic bridge-because plants tell 

us little about the period of design. The construction materials and 

techniques that transformed architecture during the early 20th 

century exerted only a limited impact on the shaping of gardens. A few 

designers took advantage of modern materials such as reinforced 

concrete to create works that defied gravity and the demands of vege

tation. Others sought to expand the boundaries of landscape design 

beyond the garden to influence and respond to architecture and plan

ning. The born-again landscape architect explicitly refused questions 

of formalism and style to express instead social responsibility. 

Landscape architecture did not present a unified front in its pursuit 

of modernism. The advocates of modernist landscape were few, and 

their voices did not carry as far as their architectural counterparts. 

In California, Thomas Church quietly reformed the urban and suburban 

Thomas Church's Donnell Garden in Sonoma (left, 1948) captures essence of 

California outdoor living. Dan Kiley 's Miller Garden in Columbus, Indiana (right, 1957) 

extends ordered design of house by Eero Saarinen and Kevin Roche. 
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Akin to experimental 
houses sponsored 

by materials 

manufacturers, 

Garrett Eckbo's 
ALCOA Forecast 

Garden (1959) 

f eatured new uses 
for aluminum, 

such as warmly 

colored screens 

and t rellises. 
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garden. His work was popularized through shelter and l ifestyle 

magazines such as House Beautiful and Sunset, directly addressing his 

potential clientele. He developed his practice with William Wurster, 

and like the architect, he was stylistically unbiased, his work consis
tently "functional." Less pragmat ic and more ambitious in scope were 

the writings and projects that Garrett Eckbo, Dan Kiley, and James 

Rose produced during the late 1930s and early 1940s. Articles with 
provocative titles such as "Freedom in the Garden" and "Why Not Try 

Science?" revealed the necessity for and instigated the re-evaluation 

of the landscape architecture profession. Eckbo, Kiley, and Rose were 

graduate students at Harvard when Walter Gropius became chai rman 

of the architecture department. Eckbo later recalled that what he 

learned at Harvard came from architecture, and "fighting the [land

scape] department." "The architecture department was all agog about 

modern architecture, so we couldn't avoid hearing about it. But our 

faculty-it was like a plague was coming. They told us that 'trees are 

not made in factories; therefore, you do not have to worry about 

modern design."' It is not a coincidence that Eckbo, Kiley, and Rose 
found the most sympathetic forum for the ir forward vision of the ir 

profession not in landscape but arch itecture magazines. While Church 

advanced modern landscape architecture on a popular front, Eckbo, 

Kiley, and Rose published the ir ideas in Pencil Points (the precursor to 

Progressive Architecture) and Architectural Record. 
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To Eckbo, the landscape architect had to rise above "his rather 

questionable origin in obscure relations [among] architecture, horti

culture, engineering, and nature-worship." Meanwh ile Rose borrowed 

from modern art and called for "abstractionism" in landscape design. 
The three students envisioned their arena as an interdependent 

three-part system of "primeval," rural, and urban landscapes. Placing 

themselves in direct lineage with Canadian-English landscape archi

tect Christopher Tunnard, who wrote the 1938 manifesto for modernism 

Gardens in the Modern Landscape, Eckbo, Kiley, and Rose argued for 
landscape design as both social art and social science. 

In 1939 Eckbo joined the New Deal Farm Security Administration 
to design camps and parks for the westward-migrating Dust Bowl 

refugees. Eckbo experimented with what he termed the "assembly-line 

technique" of modern site-planning. He used planting not only as 

provider of shade, greenery, and color, but also as the final element in 

the planning of the site. The "large tree patterns at the baroque scale 

of cheap rural land" thus functioned as space-organizing elements 

rather than as mere decoration. Eckbo repeatedly asserted that open 

space should be considered the skeleton and controlling form of the 

site plan, not the by-product of building arrangements and roadways. 

Although simple in manner, his various schemes for migrant camps 

displayed a sophisticated spatial layering, both vertically and horizon

tally. The lessons of modern architecture were translated into planting 
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designs where walls and partitions became allees and screens 

to provide shelter and spatial structure within the greater landscape. 
Paradoxically, Eckbo's designs for the lowest-income group shared 

the same formal investigations as those of his avant-garde private 

gardens, a rare instance of esthetics at the service of the expedient. 

In 1946 Eckbo moved to Los Angeles, where he collaborated with 
architects Gregory Ain, Whitney Smith and Quincy Jones, Frederick 

Emmons, Raphael Soriano, and Richard Neutra. The housing develop
ments of Mar Vista, Crestwood Hills, and Wonderland Park still 

stand as compelling evidence of exemplary joint ventures between 

architect, landscape architect, and developer. Eckbo's formal investi

gations in the private suburban garden reached a high point in the 

Forecast Garden for the Aluminum Company of America (ALCOA), 

which he designed for his family in Laurel Canyon in 1959. He extended 

the modules of architecture into a garden with roof overhangs, pergo

las, and trellises of aluminum mesh, blurring the distinction between 

the indoor and outdoor environments. Eckbo varied the modular com

ponents in section, elevation, and plan. He played the tints of anodized 
aluminum-bronze, silver, and the very contemporary champagne

against sculptural plants and precast terrazzo panels. In the era of 

the suburban do-it-yourself movement, Eckbo's garden forecast mod

ern outdoor materials with elements whose simplicity was enriched 
by the play of transparencies and shadows. 
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It is Thomas Church 's Donnell Garden (1948) , however, with its 

distinctive pool and terrace, that best captu res the essence of 

California outdoor living. The composition achieves an exquisite bal

ance among garden, architecture, and the greater landscape. Placed 

on a knoll in Sonoma County, the pool and terrace hover over a 

creek, wetlands, and the San Francisco Bay. The pool 's amoeba shape 

lends the work a sophistication that is underlined by the contrast 

between the manicured lawn and the adjacent nat ive rocks, as well as 

the natural grasses below. 
Although the gardens by Eckbo and Church reflected the influence 

of contemporary arts, they reached true success in their interconnec

tion of garden and architecture. In the historic model of the inwardly

focused garden as paradise, architecture served as a barrier that 

excluded the wilderness and a shelter that reflected the domesticated 

nature within its walls. The modern house and garden instead 

achieved an almost un interrupted flow from interior to open space 

and natural surroundings. 
Eschewing the material and formal investigations of both the 

Forecast and Donnell gardens, Kiley focused on establishing a mod

ernist practice stemming from the rules of classical garden design. 

His projects expressed refined proportions and a balance of con

structed vegetation and nature and masses and vo ids. In 1957 Kiley 

completed the Miller Garden in Columbus, Indiana, which remains 
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an icon of timeless modernism. Designed in conjunction with the 

Miller House-the work of architects Eero Saarinen (a frequent collab

orator of Kiley's) and Kevin Roche-the garden epitomizes the 

harmonic integration of architecture and landscape. The tr ipartite 

scheme of garden, meadow, and woods offers a multiplicity of land

scapes with a minimalist formal idiom. The upper garden, nearest 

the house, derives its spatial system from architectonic structures 

such as al lees, bosques, hedges, and boundary walls which respond to 

the house's pinwheel plan as well as integrate the house within the 

garden, setting it in turn against the greater landscape. 

If formally and socially divergent, these important projects never

theless share one common characteristic: All advocated that land

scape design be conceived in conjunction with architecture. In these 

milestones of modern landscape architecture, vegetation did not 

serve as a foil for buildings but as a modulator of space. Landscape 

and architecture thus became spatially coincident. Modernist land

scape designers sought to expand the profession toward planning, to 

create a dialogue with art and architecture, and to establish a practice 

with a theoretical basis and a social agenda-issues of renewed 
relevance in all the design fields today. IR 

Dorothee Imbert is an assistant professor of landscape architecture at 

Harvard University's Graduate School of Design . 
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protest 

Librarians at San Diego Mesa College, a two-year community college 

clustered atop a tablelike landform north of the city's downtown, 

fondly refer to their new $20 million library (officially called the 

Learning Resource Center, or LRC) as the campus' "first building to 

have any architecture." They desperately needed the building, but 

they may have been better off with less architecture. 

Without question, the existing rudimentary classroom structures 

surrounding the library site are the most basic blend of concrete post

and-beam, flat-roof utilitarianism. But enhanced by towering native 

California sycamores, lawns, and a graceful, gull-winged parabolic 

entrance structure, the campus had a pleasant, open feel before the 

arrival of this 89-foot-tall, 107,000-square-foot concrete monster. 

The library, designed by La Jolla, California-based M.W. Steele 

Group, is a group of radically disparate elevations in search of a build

ing. The east facade is a cacophony of stepped concrete boxes, a pro-

Campus Bui ly 
A new library throws its weight around 

San Diego's Mesa College. By Peter Jensen 

truding steel-clad drum, and fussy steel sunshades that seem more 

decorative than useful. The south face decomposes into a blank con

crete wall with a circular glass-block-banded pavilion attached like 

an afterthought. 

Searching for drama as well as added floor space, principal Mark 

Steele and project architect Randy Hannah propped up the LRC's third 

and fourth floors on 60-foot-high concrete bracing. As a result, study 

areas on the third floor have a sweeping view of striped asphalt and 

car-tops. Presumably, students gaze up in wo nder from the lot at this 

dramatic overhang, but the effect-especially in earthquake country

is nerve-wracking. The LRC looks like it has a very tenuous grip on the 

hillside and could tumble off at any moment. 

Students are also audibly wowed upon entering the LRC 's four

story atrium, a concrete canyon ringed by M.C. Escher-like stairs. But 

if they exclaim loudl y enough, half the library's occupants wi II hear 

them, since this dramatic space is also an echo chamber. Everything 

from chitchat to a flushing toi let is magnified by interior walls that are 

yet more mottled concrete relieved only by the occasional and arbi

trary warm-up of beech paneling. 
Mesa College certainly needed a new library, but it should have 

built one that respected its context and left room for future innovation . 

Instead, if this building sets the tone for future campus development, 

as administration claims, all sense of inviting, human-scale design 

will be bullied right off the mesa. ll 

San Diego-based Peter Jensen, former editor of San Diego 

Home/Garden magazine, is a regular contributor to This Old House, 

Sunset, and other publications . 

Gimme your milk money: Mesa College's hulking new library dwarfs ex ist ing campus 

buildings and appears ready to topple over side of hill. 
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IT'S DISCOVERING WHAT THIS COUNTRY WAS LIKE BEFORE IT WAS CAL!LED AMERICA. 

IT'S BRINGING AMERICA'S MAIN STREETS BACK TO LIFE AND GETTING BACK TO BUSINESS. 

IT'S JOINING NEIGHBORS AND FRIENDS TO IMPROVE THE COMMUNITY YOU CALL HOME. 

NATIONAL TRUST FOR HISTORIC PRESERVATION 1 800 289 7091 
1785 MASSACHUSETTS AVENUE, N.W. WASHINGTON, DC 20036 
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Site plan 
I 1' s20'/97m 0 

for the future, and pointedly, is the front yard for a new senior-citizen housing pro

ject. Germans who participated in the destruction of their midcentury history will 

confront its wreckage for the rest of their I ives. 

Hecker's building fans its pages out across the site in a gracious gesture that 
links existing residential fabric along the park's southern perimeter to newer resi
dential buildings under construction to the east. Along the park, the pages of 
Hecker's book are heroically scaled, but as it butts up against the older houses, 

the building steps down around an intimate, irregular courtyard that creates a quiet, 
domestically scaled entrance to the $6.4 million complex, financed in part by the 
German government. Most of the 24,000-square-foot building is heavily glazed, 

including the synagogue, which draws light clear through the relatively small pieces 

of the project. The glazing also opens the JCC to the community, symbolically remov-
ing any mystery-and perhaps suspicion as we! I-about what goes on inside it. 

The masonry-framed building's interiors are as spatially complex as its outward 
form suggests: sliced, canted, jostling spaces that slide around and between the 

Jews died in Duisburg. They were worked to death in the hulking concrete sections like a bustling crowd. Its interior finishes, however, are simple

turn-of-the-century factories that line the German city's ind us- Jerusalem-stone floors in the public areas, linoleum in the classrooms and service 
trial waterfront along the Ruhr River. Long idled by economic spaces, wood accents in the major public rooms, and smooth, plaster-coat walls 

decline, the factories are now being sanitized with culture, con- throughout. A steel bridge spans the double-height lobby to connect the upstairs 
verted into offices and art museums designed by the I ikes of classrooms to the rabbi's and caretaker's quarters on the opposite side of the build-
Norman Foster and Herzog & De Meuron. But the blood and 
ashes of the dead can't be washed from the dirty bricks so eas

ily; too many grainy black-and-white images mark these build
ings as charnel houses, cogs in the killing machine that was 

ing. The effect is somewhat cold, but, says Hecker, "Our comfort always comes at 

someone else's expense. Ideas are cheaper resources; I'd rather explore them." 
And he does. The synagogue proper, a truncated star with a blocky ark-the cer

emonial case that contains the Torah scrolls-seemingly hewn from Jerusalem 
wartime Germany. Jews died here, yet somehow, in a powerful stone, is finished almost crudely. "It's not beautiful," explains the architect, "it's 

new cultural center by Berlin-based Israeli architectZvi Hecker primitive. The very fact that we persist in believing in something like God goes to 
(Architecture, October 1998, pages 118-123), they have returned. archaic sources. The architecture must reflect this." 

Hecker's buildings are richly layered compositions of The JCC is beautiful, however. It is beautiful in its rough finishes and awk-
metaphor and masculine form, and the Duisburg Jewish ward, clustered forms, in its control of broad, yet discrete light sources. An order 

Cultural Center (JCC) is no exception. It is a jagged fan of five underlies Hecker's crashing forms and his material choices, and that is beautiful, 
overscaled concrete fins webbed together by an entrance lobby, as well. But Hecker's building transcends beauty in its ability to create a triumph 

synagogue, and multipurpose hall, as well as less public spaces out of destruction. The JCC can't recover Duisburg's charred, squandered his
like classrooms, kitchens, and residences for a rabbi and care- tory. But by bringing Jewish culture back to the city, it helps rebuild a piece of that 

taker. The architect likens the building to an open book, the five history was almost Jost forever. R 
pages of which-the concrete fins-represent significant events 

in the history of Duisburg's Jewish population. One of the 
"pages," for instance, points directly at the site where the town's 

former synagogue stood before it was destroyed by the Nazis. 
For Jews, the metaphor has deeper meaning: They call them

selves the People of the Book, referring to the Hebrew Bible and 
its attendant interpretive texts. For a scattered and place! ess peo

ple, the written word replaced land as communal territory. Hecker 
also sees the five-part form as a hand opening in a welcoming 
gesture. The Hebrew word for hand isyad, which also means 
memorial. And for Hecker, "Any new building forthe Jewish com
munity, especially in Europe, is also for those who didn't survive." 

Non-Jews may not deduce the JCC's symbolism, but its sculp

tural presence anchors a new waterfront park the city has cre
ated by clearing some oftheiactories. The park features twisted 
bits of the former buildings in a haunting design by another 
Israeli, artist Dani Kara van. It is a tough, uneasy landscape that 
attempts to knit broken pieces of the past into a redevelopment 

0 

North-south section i-----i_,.i 13' /4m 

JCC anchors Dani l<aravan's Memory Park (site plan, above left>. Section indicates triple-height synagogue and double layer 
of classrooms stacked atop offices (above right). Synagogue volume (facing page, top) is articulated in black plaster; finish of concrete 
fins (facing page, bottom right) was determined by contractor to reveal "the memory of the people who worked on it," according to 
Hecker; massing of classroom and office spaces (facing page, bottom left} resemble terraced Mediterranean hillside villages. 
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Transparent entrance hall is tucked into center of cobblestoned courtyard. 
Load-bearing clay tile walls are finished in smooth plaster-coat (below 
left). Plywood-wrapped caretaker's and rabbi's apartments cantilever 
dramatically over entrance walkway to within only inches of neighboring 
house, a simultaneous gesture of connection and independence. Along 
residential street facade, JCC l(eeps low, but distinctive profile <right>. 
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Interiors are s11atlally complex but simple In finish. Synagogue plan and form recall alntraci: star and feature deliberately coarse 
Jerusalem-stone ark, floor, and balcony (facing page, above>. Suspended bridge In entrance hall connects rabbi's quarters to class
rooms Cf acing page, below tight). Soaring community room receives light from several sources, Including clerestory in concrete "page" 
that divides room. Plan reveals: abstracted Hebrew letters that terminate concrete "pages." 

JEWISH CULTURAL CENTER 

DUISBURG, GERMANY 

O entrance lobby 

O multipurpose 
hall 

0 synagogue 

8 administrative 
offices 

e kosher l<itchen 

G woman's gallery 

0 activity room 

O caretaker's 
apartment 

e rabbi's 
apartment 

$ classrooms 

CLIENT: Jewish Community Duisburg 
MOlheim Oberhausen, Duisburg, 
Germany-Jaques Marx (chairman) 
ARCHITECT: Zvi Hecker Architekt, Berlin, 
Germany-Zvi Hecker (principal); 
Petra Korff, Laurence Nash (collabora
tors); lnken Baller (project manager); 
Dirk Druschke (supervisor) 
ENGINEERS: Gerhard Pichler (structural); 
Kalinowski+ Kappe (technical) 
GENERAL CONTRACTOR: Fa. Schmidt 
COST: $6.4 million 
PHOTOGRAPHERS: Christian Richters, 
except as noted 
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LIVING IN THE CITY 
Smith & Others poses a smart 

alternative to developer-driven urban housing. 
By Ann Jarmusch 

San Diego architect Ted Smith has been challenging the conventions of rental housing for 20 years, 

motivated by his observations of changing social structures, basic human needs, and the high 

cost of living in San Diego. In 1997, his firm Smith & Others received a P/A Award for an innovative 

and affordable live-work housing proposal, The Merrimac, named after the Civil War battleship 
(Architecture, January 1997, pages 86-87). About all that Smith and codesigner Lloyd Russell 

retained in their overhaul of the most common housing type in Southern California was its typical 

50-foot height. They threw out the standard parti-four levels of apartments located above ground

floor parking, with elevators and double-loaded corridors-in favor of three stories of housing 

units on grade, with direct street access for each apartment. The result is a more livable environ

ment, offering generous ceiling heights ranging from 12to 20feet, cross-ventilation and liberal sun

light through large, operable windows, and , as Smith puts it, "no scary parking garage." 

The building stands on the southern edge of a block in San Diego's Little Italy neighborhood, 

between a smaller three-story loft building to the west and, on the eastern corner, a renovated two-
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On northern street front, Merrimac (above) rises from base of multicolored brick, perforated by glass block. 

Doors lead directly to individual double-height studios; windows 

above doors look through to mezzanine level. Corrugated metal siding wraps upper floors. 
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Smith & others' studio occupies third floor ctop); glazed west wall (above right) illuminates conference room on floor below. Architects designed suites 
with standard module of 12 feet wide by 30 feet long (above left). They incorporated enormous masonry fireplaces (above center> and 

slim, surprise alcoves into some of the lofts, while using collection of windows throughout that range from large and industrial to endearingly tiny. 

story building that houses a marine-supply store with apartments above. This trio of bui ldings form s half of 

a unique, co llaborative ly designed redevelopment block in downtown (see page 110). While the Merrimac 

plays an ensemble role there, this appealing and quirky building stands out for its own merits. Relentlessly 

spare and hard-edged in its multicolored masonry walls, exposed steel trusses, and concrete floors, the place 

is a magnet for artists, musicians, and designers. 

Technically, the Merrimac is a four-unit apartment building divided into three floors, plus mezzanines 

above the first and third floors. Among the four leased units is one on the third floor for the Smith & Others 

off ices and Russell's living quarters. Apartment units can be rented in their ent irety; party walls with com

mon doors subd ivid e each of the four, allowing them to be transformed into as many as 10 suites of lofts. Each 
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Little Italy blocl< incorporates projects by Rob Wellington Quigley <top, at right! and Robin 

Brisebois <top, at centerl. Jonathan Segal designed 16 rowhouses (above, at left>; James Brown of 

PUBLI C is responsible for four-unit loft building next to Merrimac (above, at right!. 

AROUND THE BLOCI( 
San Diego's successful downtown redevelopment is due in 
large part to the creation of affordable new multifamily 
housing. The most spirited of these projects encompasses 
the redevelopment of a 200-by-300-foot block by a group 
of architects who joined forces as the collaborative Little 
Italy Neighborhood Developers (LIND). The players included 
Rob Wellington Quigley, architect of a four-story affordable 
housing and mixed-use complex; James Brown of PUBLIC, 
architect and developer of four lofts in a new building; 
Jonathan Segal, architect and developer of 16 townhouses 
that include granny flats over detached garages; Ted Smith 
and Lloyd Russell of Smith & Others, architects and 
developers of the Merrimac live-work lofts; and architect 
Robin Brisebois, who renovated an existing building into 
housing and retail space. LIND's goal was to create a block 
of congenial yet diverse mixed-use buildings (mostly 
housing) that would look as if they were built over time and 
in conversation with each other. One building remains 
to be constructed to fulfill LIN D's original vision: l<athleen 
McCormick of Smith & Others has designed a small, 
four-story building that will comprise a private residence 
above retail space. Construction is expected to start in 
early 2000. 

The Centre City Development Corporation, San Diego's 
redevelopment arm, selected LIND for this subsidized 
project through a design competition. Though they 
designed their buildings individually, LIN D's members 
shared a design vocabulary that stems from San Diego's 
sunny climate, with balconies and patios, and jaunty 
rooflines with wide overhangs. The block's location in an 
old fishing neighborhood near San Diego Bay prompted 
subtle architectural references to sails and riggings, 
elevated lookouts, and even a beach cottage. Residents and 
the public wall< through landscaped and paved open 
space in the middle of the block, which is anchored by a 
community center, a playground, and parking. LIND's 
collaboration offers a mix of market-rate townhouses and 
subsidized apartments, as well as rental lofts that fall 
somewhere between the others in price. The Little Italy 
project adds personality and energy to the redevelopment 
toolbox, in sharp contrast to the uninspired, cookie-
cutter multifamily housing on which most developers and 
redevelopment agencies rely. Ann Jarmusch 

suite has a bath roo m, and, if not a kitchen, a deep artist's sink or wet bar. The first floor consists of t wo 

units totaling five suites. On the second level , three adjoining suites add up to one apartment unit. At the 

west end is Smith & Others' private conference room, which connects not with its neighbor on the same floor, 

but by a staircase to the architects' studio above. The studio runs the length of the front portion of the third 

floor, while Russell 's living space hugs the back of the building. 

The five street-level suites have front doors that connect with the sidewalk via heavy steel stoops that 

appear to be resting on small wheels, in a whimsical echo of nearby trolleys. Direct street access like this is 

unusual in San Diego, where a vestibule is considered wasted space and an unnecessary transition zone in 

this balmy part of the world . The second- and third-floor units are entered via a stairway at each end of the 
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Architects Russell and Smith not only designed and developed Merrimac, they also built much of it themselves, even laying 

hundreds of bricks for parking court and driveway <top). 

building. Smith & Others' two-level studio begins on the second floor and dominates the top floor in an open

plan space enriched by exposed steel trusses, controlled natural light, and bay breezes. A second staircase 

at the rear of the building provides access to the other three second-story suites, which are connected out

side by a wood-plank walkway wide enough to stash surfboards, bicycles, and deck furniture. The same stair

way climbs another story to provide an exit for the third -f loor units. 

Smith & Others has crafted a flexible, dynamic new urban housing type that appeals to the minimalists 

among us-people on their own or in transition, self-employed artists and entrepreneurs, and anyone who 

wants to avoid Berber carpeting and mandatory matching sinks in the master bath. "We like the Merrimac 

prototype not only because it makes for better architecture, but because it makes money, too," adds Smith. 
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IMllOiJIJ'j) (these pages) comprises pair of wooden cubes set atop broad , treeless hill above village and tidal marsh. 

Larger of two cubes is main house (facing page, at right>; smaller volume contains guest house with deck overlooking Atlantic Ocean. 
Both volumes (below) display simple, straightforward construction techniques: Corrugated-metal siding clads first floor; 

hemlock siding wraps floor-to-ceiling trusses framing second floor. 
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Main house (below left> and guest house (below rightl present nearly identical facades. In both, oversized roof-scupper drains onto stainless-steel bench 
cantilevered from concrete-blocl< wall. Hemlocl< siding encloses parapet around sloped roof; vertical attenuation of second floor counterpoints horizontal vistas of ocean 

and landscape. Inside main house (facing page, right and bottom rightl, diagonal members of hemlocl< trusses extend from narrow structural bay aligned 
with stairs. In second-floor master suite overlool<ing living room (facing page, left), unpainted trusses contrast with polished wood cabinetry. 

Brian Macl<ay-Lyons is one of Nova Scotia's best tour guides. No one takes greater 

delight leading visitors down back roads to the shingled fishing shacks and 

farmhouses that dot this maritime province. His tours are more than sightseeing 

escapades; they are serious investigations of his primary sources. Here, in the 

built vernacular, Mac Kay-Lyons finds "that which is authentic," the origins of the 

modern buildings he has designed during 20 years of practice in Halifax. 

To apply a regional label to MacKay-Lyons ' houses is to give them a specificity 

they lack. The architect assimilates the utilitarian esthetic of Nova Scotia's wood

frame structures into his work, but there are few similarities between his houses 

and their neighbors. His are abstract boxes with expansive glazing, corrugated 

metal, wood siding, and concrete block. The industrial idiom and maritime dialect, 

which MacKay-Lyons has absorbed, yield a panmodernism that is geographically 

interchangeable, and, at best, subtly indigenous. 

Occasionally, a distinctly Nova Scotian precedent finds a direct counterpart in 

MacKay-Lyons' work. A projecting bay on his house can be a chastened version of 

the large window bays particular to 19th-century Nova Scotia; a metal porch 

attached to a balcony resembles a large cage dragged on the ocean floor from a 

lobster boat. He takes cues from tried-and-true construction methods: He knows, 

for instance, that wood shingles tolerate the temperature fluctuations of a winter 
day better than clapboards. But something more rudimentary-and more 

satisfying-than a visibly Nova Scotian style distinguishes a MacKay-Lyons house. 

He reveals something more elemental about his home province: the nuances of a 

coast line where land, sky, and sea are preternaturally magnificent. 

MacKay-Lyons' House on the Nova Scotia Coast #22, built last year on 

Canada's Atlantic shoreline, alternately commands and defers to the coast that 

surrounds it on three sides. This home for a couple comprises two cubes on a 

north-south axis. Guests stay in the southerly house, on the edge of the Atlantic; 

the couple reside in its larger counterpoint, with a northern view of a tidal marsh 

and a village of scattered houses. MacKay-Lyons' dwellings crown an inclined 

ca rpet of green, becoming frontispieces to a spectacular maritime horizon. 
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Ground-floor plan, main house 

HOUSE ON THE NOVA SCOTIA COAST #22 

OXNER'S HEAD , NOVA SCOTIA 
CLI ENT: W ithheld at owner's request 
ARCHITECT: Brian MacKay-Lyons Archi tecture Urban 
Design, Hal ifax, Nova Scotia- Brian MacKay-Lyons (prin
c ipal) ; Bruno Weber, Rob Meyer, Marc Cormier (project 
team) ENG INEER: D,J, Campbell Comeau Engineering 
(structural) GENERAL CONTRACTOR: Andrew Watts 
COST: W ithheld at owner's req uest 
PHOTOGRAPHER: Und ine Prohl 
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DANIELSON COTTAGE (below), perched over cliffs of Cape Breton, Nova Scotia, is crowned by three-sided metal 
lid lifted toward ocean. Detached guest house (facing page, at left) and primary house (facing page, at right) have floor-to-ceiling 
windows to maximize ocean views. 



North-south section 1---------1---- 7'/2rn 

As guests walk from the driveway to the houses, they recognize that the 

architecture is not simply an imposition on the site. The houses are inflected in 

plan and section to frame their 360-degree views, "to use the building in a 

didactic way, to explain the landscape," according to MacKay-Lyons. He explains 

that within the main house, one focuses on the manmade realm-the village-or in 

the opposite direction, on the sublime, the island-studded Atlantic . 

The plan, which is similar in this pair of hilltop boxes, modulates one's path 

and point of view with an implied sense of procession unexpected in an open 

plan. Directly ahead of the front door is a galley flanking the dining and living 

areas that compose most of the first level. A modern inglenook, an intimate space 

in front of the hearth, flanks the living area opposite the front door. The fireplace 

occupies a virtually freestanding concrete-block structure, joined to the house by 
glass panels that frame views to the north and south. 

Upstairs, giant trusses span the width of the house. The top and bottom 

chords align with the ceiling and floor of the second level ; the diagonal members 

extend up from twin columns that flank the stair. This heroically scaled structure 

makes the upstairs feel more like an attic than the master suite that it is. Each 

truss is different in section because the roof is an architectural catch-basin 

sloped to a scupper on the south facade. This roof-as-trough device looked more 

impressive in model than it does as a built reality, especially since the runoff is 

just a trickle in all but a few rainstorms each year. During episodic cloudbursts, 
water pours onto a bench outside the living area-a seemingly incidental 

terminus for a heroic roof-drain. 

The relation of structure to enclosure could have been better considered. For 

instance, the columns along the wall flanking the fireplace are buried in drywall, a 

banal and unbalanced resolution of the imposing second-floor truss. The wood-
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Uninsulated roof decking, rafters, and trusses are visible through corrugated plastic wrapping second floor (below right>. Pulleys enable owners 
to lower metal panels over large windows facing deck (below left and right>. Large kitchen window is only opening in canted metal lid wrapping three 

sides of house. In winter, only narrow bay of first floor is heated; sliding panels seal off unheated double-height space (facing page, left and 
right>. Vertical truss members are incongruously buried in half-wall, but are revealed at fireplace (facing page, bottom right>. 

DAN I ELSON COTIAGE, SMELT BROOK, NOVA SCOTIA 

CLIENT: Bi ll and Esther Danielson, Smelt Brook, Nova 
Scotia ARCHITECT: Brian MacKay-Lyons Architecture 
Urban Design, Halifax, Nova Scot ia-Brian MacKay
Lyons (principal); Trevor Davies, Bruno Weber, Darryl 
Jonas (project team) ENGI NEERS: D.J. Campbell 
Comeau Engineering (structural) 

GENERAL CONTRACTOR: Andrew Watts COST: Withheld at 
owner's request PHOTOGRAPHER: Undine Prah l 
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clad second-floor facades are not consonant with the sloped-roof structure. 

Looking at the north elevation, there is virtually no clue of the dramatic building 

section inside: The parapet hides the inverted roof, and the standardized second

floor window seems at odds with the superscale structure within . The architect 

has hidden the house's biggest gesture. 

MacKay-Lyons designed a more economical and straightforward counterpart 

to House #22 on Cape Breton, near the northern tip of Nova Scotia. The Danielson 

House has a plan analogous to that of House #22, with a residence for two aligned 

on axis with a detached guest house. The house was economical to build because 

most of the interior surfaces are uninsulated stud walls. The space is handsomely 

rustic, a virtually flat-roofed barn with a structure built up of 2 by 10s. 

This lofty house comprises a galley kitchen, bathroom, and tiny bedroom 

flanked by a double-height living space. Trusses similar to those in House #22 

span the upper-level study overlooking the living space. In the winter, the 

Danielsons slide wood panels to cordon off the kitchen, bath, and bedroom-a 

430-square-foot suite-from the unheated living space. The roof is a dramatic 

cor rugated lid canted upward toward the sea. Built of aluminum and steel, it 

resembles a huge sheet of metal that inclines up the landward facade, folds over 
the trusses, and folds aga in to descend halfway down the seaside elevation . 

The Danielsons have one of the most impressive vistas on the Eastern 

Seaboard: Their house parallels a seaside cliff, from which they see distant 

mountains and, on a clear day, Newfoundland. The seascape is comparable to Big 

Sur, California, and the house looks like a work of Pacific Coast modernism. Does 

this mean that place and precedent are merely incidental to MacKay-Lyons' work? 

No, but it implies that place-the natural order of his sites-is his stronger 

inspiration. MacKay-Lyons uncovers the elemental Nova Scotia. He builds to 

evoke the natural order, that wh ich precedes built precedent. ft 

Philip Arcidi is a former senior editor of Architecture. 
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Aldo Rossi, Construction in Collina (Hillside Structures), 1987, pen and pastel on paper, 20" x 15". 
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Ludwig Mies van der Rohe, Sketch tor Hubbe House in Magdeburg, Germany, 1935, ink on tracing paper, 7" x 11''. 
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New Yori< City's notoriously insular, cutthroat art world tends to toss superlatives like 

"legendary" and "seminal" at just about anyone who survives beyond their allocated 15 

minutes. In his 30th year on the scene, gallery owner Max Protetch has more than 

earned such praise-he's practically immune to it. Consider that dealers are only as 

good as the painters and sculptors they represent. In a converted warehouse space on 

West 22nd Street, across the street from the DIA Center for the Arts, Protetch exhibits 

blue-chip artists who've already earned a place in the art history books, from Italian 

Pop master Michelangelo Pistoletto to postmodern abstractionist David Reed. But 

what sets Protetch apart from the competition is the fact that he represents architects. 

When Protetch began his career in Vietnam War-era Washington, D.C., he was the 

only dealer in town showing conceptual and minimalist art, and he quickly earned a 

name for himself. Only after succumbing to the lure of New York City in the late 1970s 

did Protetch begin to cultivate professionally his longstanding interest in architecture. 

Thanks to an unstable economy and a growing interest in theory and history, tyro archi

tects were spending more time sketching and writing than actually building. Protetch 

offered Peter Eisenman, Michael Graves, John Hejduk, and other proto-superstars a 

unique opportunity to air their iconoclastic ideas. "When I was a student at Cooper 

Union, some of my classmates and I helped install the first Aldo Rossi show at Max's 

gallery," recalls P/A Award-winning New York City architect Karen Bausman. "No one 

knew Rossi's work in the United States. Those drawings were a revelation." 

While no other American art dealer of his stature has ventured into architecture, 

Protetch doesn't see the two worlds as being that far apart: "I cannot imagine being 

interested in art and not interested in architecture, and vice versa," he marvels. Not 

surprisingly, the work of many of the artists Protetch represents have strong formal 

and conceptual links to architecture. Tehran-born Siah Armajani, for instance, creates 

model-like sculptures as part of a series he calls the Dictionary of Building . 

Though Protetch continues to cultivate young artists, many of whom explore archi

tectural ideas, his roster of architects has matured with him . He now focuses on 

designers he's exhibited from early on, and frequently handles entire estates. These 

remarkable holdings, including those of Frank Lloyd Wright and Luis Barragan, typi

cally end up in the collections of major museums. "When we did the first Wright show," 

Protetch says, "can you imagine that there were 40 or 50 of his drawings on a gallery 

wall, and all you had to do was go in and buy them?" 

Ned Cramer: How did you get into the art scene? 
Max Protetch : I had many older half-brothers and -sisters, and they were all involved in art in one way or another. The 

oldest, David, had a medical practice on East 77th Street, next door to the Castel Ii Gallery. He only accepted patients 

who were in the arts, with whom he could be friends. We would go to visit him when I was child, and through him I met 

[ novelist Vladimir] Nabokov, [composer Igor] Stravinsky, and [artist] Larry Rivers. They were all patients. During grad

uate school in Washington, D.C., from 1968 to 1970, I found myself going to New York every weekend to look at art with 

a friend who opened a gallery with me in Washington, D.C., in 1969. 
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Douglas Darden, Oxygen House-South Elevation (Orum-Torso Retracted), 1988, print, 33" x 23 1/4''. 

Why did you start showing architecture? 

I've always loved architecture. I bit the bullet, moved to New York, and left the Washington gallery in 1977. I was aware 

enough then that the most interesting architecture of the time wasn't being built. It was being either written about or 

drawn, and I thought, this is something I should begin showing. I ended up spending every Monday afternoon with John 
\-\eiduk and Peter Eisenman at Cooper [Union], talking about what an architecture gallery should be. They both were 
quite angry when we finally opened the next year with Michael Graves. 
Why were they so mad? 

Because I showed Michael. He was about what was going on at that moment: postmodern ism. I've never been a fan of 

postmodern ism, but Michael was making a very important statement, and he was also brave enough to do a show and 

sell his drawings. The whole architecture community frowned on that at the time. Drawings were to be given to an 

archive, and he had broken with tradition . But we sold them all and I was shocked. People were wild about it. 
What other architects did you show? 

Eisenman, Zaha Hadid, Aldo Rossi. Rem Koolhaas had his first show with me. 
Frank Lloyd Wright's was the first archive, as opposed to a living architect, that you became involved with. 

Yeah. I had two interesting connections. One was the uncle of the artist David Reed, who I had been showing since I 

opened in New York. O.P., his uncle, was a dealer. At some point after Wright's death , when Mrs. Wright was in 
financial difficulty ... . 
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Zaha Hadid, Al Wahda Sports Club, Abu Dhabi, Perspective at Ground From Street Entrance, 1988, ink on mylar, 231/2'' x 331/2'', 

-~ 
·------~..;:;:_::; ....... . 
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Louis Kahn, Travel Sketch (Study for a Mural Based on Egyptian Motifs), 1951- 53, ink on paper, 11 3/4" x 15 3/4" . 

She had inherited the estate? 
Everything. O.P. sold a lot of Japanese prints and things for Mrs. Wright without taking a commission. I thought it would 

be a good idea, since I was so young-about 30 at the time-to ask an older, more experienced person who knew them to 

be my partner. I was going to meet Mrs. Wright, who could hardly see or hear at the time, but was a very intuitive person. 

I remember thinking, I'm going to be judged on my vibes and I am so nervous. I said something about it to a Swiss drop

out from the A .A. [Architectural Association] who worked at the gallery, Elias Moser, and he said, "Oh, say hello to old 

Olgivanna for me." This is a very polite young man, and no one referred to her by her first name. It was always Mrs. Wright. 

Where did he get off calling Mrs. Wright by her first name? He said, "I always did when she stayed with us in Zurich." It 

turned out that his grandfather worked at the Bauhaus and with Wright, and Wright was his father's godfather. When I 
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walked into Mrs. Wright's apartment for the first time, the place smelled and felt like my ancient Russian aunt 's in 

Pittsburgh. I immediately felt more relaxed . And after: "By the way, a young man who works for me asked me to say 

hello. Name is Moser." "Oh, how is little Elias?" It broke the ice and I've always been grateful to him for that 

We had particularly nasty articles afterthe first sale of Frank Lloyd Wright's drawings. People were upset because 

they felt a foundation should be established. She told me that Wright had always told her that she could sell some of 

the land and drawings if she needed money. What people don't really realize about architecture estates is that there 

are many variations on each drawing. I later made sure that the knowledge was preserved. Taliesin got a photograph 

of each Wright drawing, and the Getty established two separate photographic archives-everything in the Frank Lloyd 

Wright Foundation archive, and another that included all the architectural drawings we displayed at the gallery. 

Frank Lloyd Wright, Oak Park Residence, Oak Park, Illinois, 1907, ink on paper, 12" x 22 1/2''. 

I I ~ I 
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Paul Rudolph, Theoretical Flap House-Aerial Perspective, 1952, pencil and ink on paper, 251/4'' x 411/4''. 
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Wright was the first major non-contemporary that you represented . 

I guess I learned early to start atthe top. The only major classic modern architectthat I haven't had many objects pass 

through my hands is Corb. One day I got a call from a man named Hans Asplund. I got on the phone and said, "You 

aren't by chance related to Erik Gunnar Asplund?" "I'm his son. I was wondering it you were interested in my father's 

work." "Very interested." "Maybe we can sell some of the drawings." And I said, "Great. But I thought they were in the 

collection of the Swedish architecture museum." "They are, but they are not owned by them." 
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Tadao Ando, Church of the Light, 1987-1989, colored pencil on silkscreen, edition of 30, 401/2'' x 281/2''. 

Sticky situation. 

Later the Swedish government made a claim on them and, of course, Hans was right. The drawings were on loan to the 

museum. That was my first international intrigue. He and his brother, Ingemar, later set up a foundation. They give schol

arships to young architects in Sweden. Again, he was very helpful in getting photographic duplication of the work. 
There are some controversial drawings in your archives, like the Mies project for the Nazis. 

Those are the drawings for the German Pavilion at the Brussels World's Fair. I think he submitted it in 1938 after he 

had gone to the United States. 
As part of a competition? 

Yes. I guess the ultimate judge of everything in the Third Reich was Hitler. They have the German flag of the time, 

which was the swastika. We're not going to show them until we do our next Mies show. I'm trying to do it at the same 

time the Museum of Modern Art has their show, getthem into the right hands, and introduce them in a way that I think 

is appropriate. 

The objects in the current Rossi show are actually from his own office, right? 

His office at home. Aldo loved going to flea markets and antique shops. So these are the drawings he kept for him

self, in little frames that he found . 
Max, what does the art world think of you showing architecture and art? 

It's a pretty nasty world, but compared to the world of architecture it's downright benevolent. People like to have an 

excuse to write you off. I was showing new, younger artists, but very established architects. There was a time when I 

was doing a lot of architecture shows. Other dealers or the media got away with calling us the architecture gallery, dis

missing the fact that we always showed at least 50 percent art. 
Do you see a corollary between the artists and the architects that you show? 

This is going to sound more crazy and neurotic than I really am: I cannot imagine being interested in art and not inter

ested in architecture, and vice versa. I can't understand how someone who is visually oriented, who is a collector or involved 
in either of the disciplines, wouldn't be interested in the other. Because for me they have always gone hand in glove. 
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A "people-mover" conveys comm uters across NB BJ's Kwung Tong Town 

Centre in Hong Kong . Located a few blocks from t he Hong Kong 

Internat ional A irport, the 6.2 million-sq uare-foot faci lity will serve as a 

transportation hub when it opens in 2003. 
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Trophy 
Towers 

Real-estate moguls are snatching up 
New York City's landmark skyscrapers. 
By Cheryl C. Effron 
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In New York, even history has to earn its keep. A tter decades of 

devoting themselves to the construction of undistinguished 

glass office buildings, a handful of New York City's top real

estate developers are now buying up landmark skyscrap

ers like hyper-competitive monopoly players on a ra iny 

afternoon. All across Manhattan, vintage spires and impos

ing addresses are changing hands for record prices. In a 

most unlikely reversal, developers who a decade ago dis

missed landmarks as money-losing propositions, now covet 

them as status souvenirs capable of ennobling their port

folios. Moreover, they are investing hundreds of millions of 

dollars to upgrade the neglected towers. Buildings that have 

been recently acquired or overhauled include the Chrys ler 
(William Van Alen, 1930), Wool worth (Cass Gilbert, 

1913), Flatiron (D.H. Burnham & Co., 1902), Fuller (Walker & 

Gillette, 1929), Daily News (Howells & Hood, 1930), 

McGraw-Hill (Hood, Godley & Fouilhoux, 1931), Empire State 

(Shreve, Lamb, & Harmon, 1931 ), and Helmsley (Warren & 

Wetmore, 1929) buildings, and parts of Rockefeller Center 

(Hood, Godley & Fouilhoux). One veteran broker likened the 

surge of interest to a "feeding frenzy." 

Why the change of heart? For one thing , developers 

no longer see large-scale renovations as onerously expen

sive. On the contrary, as land becomes scarcer and build-
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ing costs soar, renovating a prominently located office 

tower has come to seem a relative bargain. What's more, 

the buyers shrewdly discern that most landmark sky

scrapers have languished as underperforming assets. In 

some cases, like the Woolworth Building and Lever 

House (1952), a single company occupied most of the 

space, so the owners had no incentive to redevelop the 

building. Other buildings simply failed to generate 

enough income to service their debt, much less pay forthe 

improvements that lead to higher rents. Either way, devel

opers with the funds, or access to funds, are now racing 
to renovate and increase the cash flow. 

Bidding wars 
The Chrysler Building may be one of the most recognized 

high-rises in the world, but it had lost money since at least 

the early 1990s, and the art-deco tower had lapsed into a 

sad state of disrepair. Its owner, Jack Kent Cooke (his 

other souvenirs included the Washington Redskins), had 
paid an estimated $14 million per year from his own 
pocket to pay the debt service to Fuji Bank. Despite its 

deterioration and debt, the building became the most 
sought-after trophy of all when it went on the block fol

lowing Cooke's death in 1997. 

Jerry Speyer, chairman ofTishman-Speyer Properties 

and one of New York's more respected real-estate figures, 

won a bruising battle royale against some 20 other bid

ders, acquiring the 1,046,000-square-foot Chrysler 

Building for $220 million. He then spent another $100 mil

lion on improvements, including high-speed elevators, 

air-conditioning and restored lobby ceiling murals. "The 

icon hadn't been maintained," Speyer said. "Everyone's 

favorite building needed to be fixed a little bit." In addition 

to those expenses, Speyer hired Philip Johnson to 

redesign the adjacent Kent Building (to be renamed the 
Credit Agricole building), which is not subject to land

mark approval. The original tower and its annex are now 

collectively known as the Chrysler Center. 
Developers are not moved to acquire landmarks out 

of sentiment or nostalgia. They want increased cash flow, 

and the surest way to squeeze more rent out of an old 
skyscraper is to remodel its old-fashioned street-level 

stores-which can provoke an outcry. Shortly after a 
Tish man-Speyer consortium bought Rockefeller Center 
through a bankruptcy court plan in 1996, for example, the 

firm hired Beyer Blinder Belle-a New York firm known for 
its high-profile preservation jobs-to draft a master plan 

that called for new retail display windows on the second 

Revived landmarks 

include Woolworth 

Building (far left); 

Daily News Building 

(left); Chrysler 

Building (right) 

Empire State 

Building (far right). 
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floors of several buildings and an expansion of the Fifth they cooperated when the city designated the famous 

Avenue showcase windows. The plan attracted intense lobby of the Daily News Building, with its meticulously 

criticism, and the city vetoed it, saying it "would be out of crafted giant globe, as a landmark. 

the character of Rockefeller Center's architecture." A dra-
matical ly scaled-back scheme was approved months later. 

The landmarks game 

Like most vintage office towers, the Chrysler Building and 

Rockefeller Center fal I under the jurisdict ion of the city's 

Landmarks Preservation Commission, an 11-person 

agency that must sanction any alterations to city land

marks. The commission was created in 1965, largely in 

response to the demolition of Pennsylvania Station two 

years earlier. Today, the commission finds itself warily 

encouraging developers to apply their deep pockets and 

expertise on behalf of the public realm, while at the same 

A new generation 

The skyscraper renaissance is, in part, a matter of gen

erational preference. The old guard dismissed vintage 
towers like the Chrysler and Woolworth Buildings as 

musty and unfashionable holdovers from a bygone era. 

They preferred the sleek Seagram Building knockoffs lin

ing Park Avenue and the Avenue of the Americas . Valerie 

Peltier and the Witkoffs have come of age with a fresh 

regard for the buildings of their grandparents' era. 

JerrySpeyerofTishman-Speyer Despite its deterioration and debt, 

The new generation of developers also has a keener 

respect for the older buildings' marketing power. "They 

create the ability to have public relations and press with

out overtly hawking the building," says George Stone, 

who served as senior project manager when the Witkoffs 

bought the 86-year-old Woolworth Building last year for a 

reported $155 million. Virtually all of the landmark sky

scrapers were designed as the headquarters of big cor-

the Chrysler Building became the most sought-after trophy 
of all when it went on the block in 1997. 
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porations precisely to 

Steven Witkoff of The Witkoff Group u n Ii ke I and I 0 rds of the past, 
who as a rule resented the regulatory restraints 

capitalize on a brand name. 

Those names cont inue to 

convey cachet decades after 

the original owners moved of landmarking , the Witkoffs had come to understand the 
value of landmark status. out. The prominent name still 

engenders a strong ident ity, 
time upholding its vigilant role. "It 's a balancing act, 

because we need developers to invest in the buildings and 

to keep standards high," says Ned Kaufman, associate 

director of preservation at the Municipal Art Society of 

New York, an advocacy group that promotes excellence in 

public design and land-use issues. "But it requires a fine 

touch to know how far you can go as a regulatory agency 

and when to compromise. The commission, along with 

other preservation groups, should push for the best while 

the economy is strong. If ever there was a time to do 

things right, this is it." 

Developers and bankers give credit to Landmarks 

Commission chair Jennifer Raab, a pro-business Rudy 

Giuliani appointee, for reversing the perception that land

marked buildings are encumbered by regulations that 

inevitably lower their value. "For the work to justify the 

rents, you need to spend a lot of money," says Jerry" 

Speyer's daughter, Valerie Peltier, who serves as project 

manager for the Chrysler Center. "It helps to have a ratio
nal person at the other end of the table." 

Raab has tried to be a strategic partner, not an adver
sary. For example, she approached Amy Witkoff shortly 

after her family firm, The Witkoff Group, acquired the 
Daily News Building just down 42nd Street from the 

Chrysler Building. Over lunch, Witkoff recalls , they 
affirmed their common "sense of history that goes along 

with " the 70-year-old building. Unlike landlords of the 
past, who as a rule resented the regulatory restraints of 
landmarking, Amy and her brother, Steven Witkoff, had 
come to understand the value of landmark status, and 

which , in turn, makes it easier to lease. In fact, Witkoff 
pays a licensing fee to keep the Woolworth name affi xed 

to the building; and, in addition to being a landmark, the 

Chrysler Building's distinctive stainless-steel pinnacle is 

now a registered trademark (No. 1126888). Tishman even 

sued a tableware store to stop them from sell ing a line of 

dishes inscribed with the spire's image. 

For all the benefits well-cap italized developers like 

Jerry Speyer can bestow, preservationists are wary of 

striking a Faustian bargain. Nobody embodies their 

ambivalence more than Donald Trump. Even as Landmarks 

Conservancy president Peg Breen lauded Trump's coop
eration in the landmarking of the art-deco skyscraper at 40 

Wall Street (the former Manhattan Company Building) last 

·year, community groups were trying to block the building 

permit for Trump World, a 90-story tower on Manhattan 's 

east side that has galvanized support for stronger city zon

ing codes. And, to the horror of many, Trump recently 

installed giant gold letters spelling out his last name on the 
retail-level facade of his latest trophy, the General Motors 

Building at 59th Street and Fifth Avenue. 
The championship players in the game of real-estate 

chess will come and go, making their moves toward acqui
sition-and restoration-of the skyline trophies. One 

hopes that as the level of competition grows, so too does 

the pursuit of great design. It 

Cheryl C. Effron is a New York-based real-estate developer 

specializing in the reuse of warehouses for multi-tenant 

production facilities. 
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<HTML> 

COMPUTERS 

Sharing Just 
Got Easier 

<XML> 
<p>bracket</p> 
<p>aluminum ro 56 </p> 
<p>12" x 6 11 x 1" </p> 
<p>$2. 5 </p> vs 

<product>bracket</produc > 
<material>a1uminum ro 456 </material> 
<dimensions>12" x 6 11 x 1' </dimensions> 
<price>$2.45</pr ice> 
<available>4,325 </avai l able> <p> In stock: 4,325 </p > 

<p>Speci£y shipping ode 
</HTML> 

H</p > <ship ode>H</shipcode> 
</XML> 

XML tags are more 

spec ific than HTML 

tags and allow users 

to transmit more 

information w ith fil es. 

Bentley's aecXML specifications promise a kinder, gentler 
data-exchange. By Steven S. Ross 

In 1994, a group of international computer-industry giants for XML. Like Autodesk and I Al's quiet development of archi

founded the World Wide Web Consortium (W3C) to set tectural "objects" (Architecture, June 1999, p.129-131), 

standards and specifications that would promote the Web Bentley had kept its aecXML specification close to the 

globally while ensuring the interoperability of appli ca- vest to gain maximum short-term marketing advantage. 

tions developed for it, such as HTML-HyperText Markup XML's most important advance over HTML is that it 

Language-the language that determines how Web pages 

look. Last February, W3C announced the release of spec

ifications for XML, t he Extensible Markup Language, 

which is similar to HTML, but offers more flexibility for 

parties exchanging data and documents across the Web. 

In August, Bentley Systems, the Exton, Pennsylvania

based engineering software developer, announced it had 

developed a preliminary standard for a version of XML for 

the Architecture/Engineering/Construction industry: 

aecXML. In a move reminiscent of Autodesk's stealth cre

ation of the Industry Alliance for Interoperability (IAI) sev

eral years ago, Bentley gave interested parties, such as 

software vendors and building material suppliers, only a 

few weeks before submitting the specification to Biz Talk, 

a Microsoft group that has been acting as a clearinghouse 

allows users to specify their own "tags" when they write 

the source code for a Web page. (Tags are not visible on

screen but can be seen by activating the "view source 

code" command on the browser menu.) They usually 

come in pairs, with the first tag activating the desired 

action and the second one terminating it. In HTML, for 

instance, a paragraph is defined by a <p> tag atthe begin

ning of the text and a </p> at the end. Web browsers are 

quite tolerant of HTML coding errors and will also allow a 

paragraph to end with the <br> break tag or a new <p> . 

Browsers will not be as tolerant of XML coding errors , 

however. In fact, XML tags are even case-sensitive, 

whereas HTML tags are not. Thus <P> is not the same as 

<p> in XML, although they are in HTML. Each paragraph 

can start and end with a tag defining its specific function, 
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NAAMM is the benchmark 
against which architects and other 
specifiers confidently measure 
their own plans and obtain precise 
information on the design, manu
facture and installation of superior 
products. The Association offers 
the most comprehensive guide 
specifications in the industry. To
day's architects, engineers; other 
designers and contractors look to 
NAAMM to ensure the highest 
standards and quality. 

NAAMM makes it easy for you 
to get this information by provid
ing a series of targeted manuals, 
with all the codes, facts and speci
fications you need, including : 

Architectural Metal Products 
• Metal Stairs and Rai lings 
• Metal Finishes 
• Metal Flagpoles 

Hollow Metal Doors 
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Aluminum and Steel 
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National Association of = Architectural Metal Manufacturers 

8 South Michigan Avenue 
Suite 1000 
Chicago, IL 60603 
312/332-0405 
FAX: 312/332-0706 
E-mail: naamm@gss.net 
http:/ /www.naamm.org 

such as <price> for the cost of an item. This makes XML a 

potent force for improving the intelligence of documents. 

What Bentley has done with this is propose an XML 

"schema," or set of standard tag definitions for building 

products. Bentley sees this as the first in a family of 

schemas for project and business-to-business communi

cation in architecture, engineering, and construction. 

This would allow tags written by any software that uses 

the schema to be fully understood by all other software 

packages that expect the same schema. 

The XML standard itself allows tag definitions (the 

functional equivalent of schemas) to be transmitted with 

documents if necessary. Thus, strictly speaking, no sep

arate standards-setting body has to develop schemas 

ahead of time. But in practice, architects will often want 

small snippets of data-for example, the price, availabil-

XML 's most important advance over HTML is that it 
allows users to specify their own "tags " when they write 
the sour,ce code for a Web page. 

ity, and fire-retardancy of a new office-chair design down

loaded from the vendor's Web site. Transmitting all t he 

tag definitions, or an entire schema, with the data for a 

single item like this is cumbersome because definitions 

could be 100 times the size of the data. In addition, soft

ware-everything from CAD to project management-that 

has the schema built in should run faster. Finally, if all ven

dors of a specific type (building products, in this case) use 

the same schema, their data can be easily combined with 

other vendors ' data. Each tag defined in the "standard" 

schema becomes, essentially, a column in a spreadsheet 

or a field in a database. 

XML is not a file format for CAD drawings, but it will 

help vendors understand data within the drawings. " In 

theory, with a well-defined and universally accepted 

aecXML schema, two companies using completely differ
ent software systems could exchange meaningful project 

data," says Bentley Systems CEO Keith Bentley. 

The A/E/C world is hardly alone in thinking along these 

lines. The newspaper industry is developing a schema for 

classified ads and another for editorial content-tags that 

would say, for instance, "This paragraph is the story lead" 

or, "This is a used-car ad." The various standards-setting 

organizations spawned by the Web have already envi

sioned schemas developed and pushed by consortia for 

each industry that wants to use XML. Thus, Bentley 's 

approach is in line with the norm in other industries. 



Catalog page from window manufacturer with 
embedded XML tags 

Bills of 
material 

Construction 
documents 

Microsoft's BizTalk Framework has become the most 

popular clearinghouse for schemas (www.biztalk.org). 

Bentley claimed that by late August it had received more 

than 60 inquiries from corporations and other organiza

tions around the world to become part of the aecXML 

Working Group developing the schema. (Bentley has set up 

a Web site at www.aecxml.org where they can register.) 

BizTalk is seen by some software vendors as another 

way in which Microsoft can exert its will upon the software 

industry. Microsoft has, in fact, announced server products

database engines-designed for XML. Bentley also promises 

to cooperate with other groups, however. The most important 

is probably OASIS (Organization for the Advancement of 

Structured Information Standards, www.oasis-open.org, 
with its separate XML Web site, www.XML.org). Others 

include RosettaNet, a nonprofit electronic commerce 

standards group (www.rosettanet.org); the international 

CommerceNet (www.commercenet.org gets you to the 

Spanish Web site; www.commerce.net/about/member

ship/index.html is the U.S. site); Open Applications Group 

(www.openapplications.org); and Graphic Communications 

Association (www.gca.org). And, of course, W3C is also 

pushing XML. 

Where does this leave architects? The key is to look for 

"XML compatible" or "XML-ready" in software vendors' lit

erature. In truth, it should be quite easy for most vendors 

who develop A/E/C software to adapt quickly. This is 

Product 
management 

Separate pieces of XML

tagged data are automatically 

guided to correct rows and 

columns of overall project 

database if software 

understands XML. XML 

eliminates need to append 

or join data tables of 

different sizes and shapes. 

because the task of splitting tagged data into appropriate 

data fields is one they have already mastered. What's more, 

some standard software such as Microsoft Excel and Lotus 

1-2-3 can do the job automatically or with the aid of simple 

macros that spreadsheet users have learned to write. 

Some vendors have not waited for XML and have based 

new "standard" data utilities (software that creates or 

uses data) on SGML, the Standard Generalized Markup 

Language. SGML was actually the predecessor of HTML, the 

coding upon which the World Wide Web has been based up 

to now. HTML's first version was just a "tag" definition set 

similar to an SGML schema. SGML files won't be obsolete; 

however, it's easy to translate SGML files into XML, and vice 

versa. In fact, it can been done by using "global search and 
replace" commands in any word processing program. But 

SGML has no easy provision for industry standardization. 

So vendors with SGML-based products should be planning 

XML-based upgrades. If not, architects should consider 

changing to vendors who do. 

All this may sound confusing, but XML is just the oppo

site: It's a clever new technology that makes software pack

ages simpler and more versatile. If the standards are done 

right, architects won't have to worry about data exchange, 
even as more and more data is added to drawings. fl 

Steven S. Ross has been involved in developing schemas for 
the newspaper industry. 
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Protecting your walls is the 
last thing on their minds. 

And the first thing on ours. 

You need to be sure your building can take every kind of abuse imaginable. 
That's why Pawling offers the world 's most comprehensive entry and impact 
protection systems. 

Pawling Pro-Tek® handrails, wall and door protection, and entry mats 
and gratings stand up to the punishment of high pedestrian and vehicular 
traffic. On any surface of any project in any application. 

Pawling impact protection ensures that your built project not only 
measures up to your original vision , but is tough enough to withstand the test 
of time. In health care, hospitality, commercial or industrial facilities. 

In grand lobbies, public corridors, parking ramps and loading docks. On entry 
floors , walls, doors and columns. 

Pawling is your only source for a comprehensive range of design
coordinated protection products, from ergonomically engineered handrails 
and photo-luminescent wa ll guards to heavy-duty vehicu lar bumpers. 

Ca ll today to learn more about how Pawling can keep your project intact. 
After all , it 's a big, bad, careless world out there. 

Pawling Corporation 
Standard Products Division 
Borden Lane, P.O. Box 200 
Wassaic, NY 12592 

800-431-3456 

Circle 136 on information card 
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Night Moves 
COLD STORAGE 

In arid climates, water chilled on a rooftop tonight can cool the building's 
interior tomorrow. By Richard Bourne 

Imagine delivering 80 percent or more of the coo ling required for a "big 

box" building in Sacramento without compressors and without adding 

moisture. Night roof spray cooling systems can do this by taking advan

tage of a large resource available in dry climates with clear summer night 

skies. Such systems continuously chi ll water at night in a spray process 

over large, low-slope roof surfaces. The chilled water is captured at roof 

drains, filtered, and stored for the next day's cooling needs. 

How do they work? The fundamental factor in night roof spray cooling 

is the clear night sky, which is very cold in the arid western United States, 

and causes cool nights and 30- to 50-degree daily temperature fluctua

tions. Surfaces on the earth, including roofs, easily radiate heat outward 

to the cold night sky. By midnight, most low-slope roofs are cooler than 

the outdoor air and are co ld enough by sunrise to condense moisture. 
A night roof spray cooling system called NightSky, by Integrated 

Comfort, Inc. of Davis, California, has been applied in a range of configu

rations. The basic system consists of a roof-spray array, drains, a storage 

tank, a pump-filter-control set, and a cooling coi l. The cooling coil may be 

placed in a ventilation , mixed, or return airstream. Water, spray-cooled to 

50 to 55 degrees at night, drains through the filter to the tank. When cool

ing is needed the next day, the pump delivers stored water to the coil to 

cool the building. 
A NightSky system installed on an existing U.S . Customs border 

patrol station in Nogales, Arizona, was monitored by Pacifi c Northwest 

National Laboratory during the summer of 1997. Atthe station 's 4,000-foot 

altitude, co ld air temperatures frequently resulted in tank temperatures 

below 50 degrees by morning. The measured average coo ling efficiency 

was nearly 15 times higher than the existing compressor-based cooling 

system. The reported 12-year payback for the system would have been 

much shorter with higher electric rates or concurrent downsized chiller 

replacement. (The existing 30-year-old chiller can be replaced with a 50 

percent smaller, non-CFC unit by coupling to the NightSky storage tank.) 

At current southwestern U.S. population growth rates, conventional 

refrigerant-based cooling systems will require substantial new electri

cal generation capacity, and will continue to be a major cause of both 

global warming and ozone layer depletion. Night roof spray cooling sys

tems offer a refreshing alternative. What stands in the way of more wide

spread use of these systems? The major hurdles are lack of familiarity 

and industry inertia. Technical issues raised by early critics have been 

resolved. These included thermal performance (proven through detailed 
monitoring), water use (less than cooling towers), and water quality 

(proven by long-term operation). The concept is not recognized in codes 

and energy standards, and only a few design professionals are even 

aware of the night roof spray option . But favorable economics and ancil

lary benefits including roof cleaning, fire protection, and affordable 

uninterrupted cooling give these systems a fighting chance to change 

the HVAC marketplace in dry climates. Utilities, governmental agencies, 

and green developers are showing increasing interest in this "natural 

cooling" solution to the adverse environmental impacts of conventional 
HVAC systems. ll 

Richard Bourne is a principal in the Davis Energy Group, and specializes in 

energy-efficient building systems. 
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PRACTICE 

The Multinational Report 
The confidence game is 
looking up for overseas work. 

his was the year shaken global mar
kets dusted themselves off and got 
rolling again, albeit a bit shakily. 
A series of stormy episodes had racked 
confidence levels over the past two 

years-a crippling Asian economic contagion, disarray 
and default in wretched Russia, ethnic bloodletting in 
the former Soviet satellites, and devaluation in Brazil. 

For all the financial, political, and social Sturm und 
Orang, Architecture's third annual overview of multina
tional practice finds the global building markets in sur
prisingly strong shape. As we approach the millennium, 
there is a growing sense that the turbulence has sub
sided and the momentum is back. The International 
Monetary Fund expects the world economy to expand at 
a 3.5 percent pace next year-a welcome sign for 
architects venturing onto foreign soil. The mood is opti
mistic-but chastened. Architects tread cautiously in 
the volatile Latin American market. In Asia, a new 
sobriety is the rule of the day, with firms picking clients 
carefully and demanding more up-front pay. 

When the rest of the world's economies faltered 
over the past few years, America's purred on. The 
world's economic fortunes now depend to an unsettling 
degree on the inflated U.S. stock market for stabiliza
tion. But what happens if Wall Street wobbles? The 
trade deficit is weakening the dollar, consumer confi
dence is down, and the U.S. economy's growth rate 
is slowing. A panicked stampede of mouse clicks and 
the party could be over in a hurry. Michael Cannell 
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BY STEVEN LITT 

In the go-go years of the 1980s, big 

American architecture firms launched a 

veritable invasion of Western Europe, 

with London as the beachhead. Today, the 

pell-mell rush has slowed to a state of 

economic inertia. Partners of the major 

U.S. firms give the Western European 

building economy tepid reviews. 

"The outlook is mixed," says Kermit 

Baker, chief economist of the American 

Institute of Architects (AIA) . "The 

German economy has been weak, but 

prospects for improvement look good. 

The United Kingdom might be a little bit 

weaker in the next decade." Overall, 

Baker expects construction activity in 

Western Europe to increase by a 

respectable 2 percent in the coming 

year. On the other hand, the International 

Monetary Fund issued a cautious report 

last September, warning that govern

ment debt levels in Austria, France, 

Italy, and Portugal threaten sustained 

economic growth. Some analysts have 

expressed concern that the building 

economy will drop off next year after the 

continent's various millennium projects 

have reached completion. 

Despite the gradual integration of 

Western European economies, cond i

tions still vary from country to count ry. 

RTKL sees demand for commercial 

offices in the Mediterranean basin, 

where multinational high-tech compa

nies are seeking cheaper labor. 

Skidmore, Owings & Merrill is helping to 

plan the next phase of expansion at 

Canary Wharf, London's new financial 

district. HOK, with 200 employees in 

London and another 100 scattered 

across the continent, is catering to the 

regionwide demand for corporate 

offices, airports, and sports facilities. 

Current assignments include a long

range development plan for Heathrow 

Airport's existing Terminal 3 and a new 

Wembley Stadium in London. 
France is expected to lead the 

European economies with more than 

2.5 percent growth. But U.S. architects 

identify France as the most difficult 

·market to enter because of longstand

ing cultural resistance to outside fi rms . 

As is often the case in Europe, French 

clients often pick designers by competi

tion, which can be costly. 

The International Monetary Fund 

predicts the Italian economy will grow 
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Skidmore, Owi ngs & Merrill 's 

Kirchsteigfeld Housing in Berlin. 

by 1.2 percent. But opposition to new 

construction is intensifying in Italy, 

where preservation and renovation are 

paramount. "There's a need for the

aters, gyms, health clubs, and day-care 

centers in smaller towns," says 

Giancarlo Alhadeft, the Milan-based 

president of the American Institute of 

Arch itects (AIA) in Continental 

Europe. "Where there's local control, 

there's a chance to get those built. But 

in bigger cities, it's very difficult." 

No matter where you work in 

Western Europe, you'l 11 ikely be frus

trated by the region's emphasis on 

consensus, which can lead to exhaus

tive design reviews. "It means more 

time flying on planes going to more 

meetings," says Paul Hanegraaf, head 

of RTKL's London office. "Too often 

we have to do a fundamental redesign 

after a review. " 

The most notable recent event in 

Western Europe came last January 1, as 

11 Western European countries offi

cially adopted the euro, a multinational 

currency that will replace each nation's 

coins and bills over the next two years. 

After decades of tortuous negotia

tions, European nations are banding 

together to form what could become a 

borderless economic giant. Many 
observers say the euro could lead to a 

superstate-"Euroland"-that speaks 

with a single powerful voice. 

American architects are hopeful 

that a single currency will eventually 

make the Western European market 

easier to penetrate. But the anticipated 

benefits of a common currency have 

yet to materialize. "So far, the euro has 

not proven to be a real currency," says 

Lee Palisano, senior partner and head 

of the London office of Kohn Pedersen 

Fox. "My sense is that conditions will 

change, but not quickly." 

BY SUZANNE BILLO l<AISER 

Don't be put off by the headlines. Despite 

ethnic conflicts and instability, Eastern 

Europe is stil I one of the world's 

fastest-g rowing emerging markets. In 

fact, construction growth rates in the 

former communist countries during the 

last five years have been three times 

as great as those of their Western 

European neighbors, according to the 

forecasting group Euroconstruct. Since 

the mid-1990s, Poland, Hungary, the 

Czech Republic, and Slovakia have 

undergone the most rapid commercial 

development in all of Europe. 

The questions is: Can they keep it 

up? The demand for Western archi

tects on the eastern side of the former 

Iron Curtain is expected to rise, espe

cially for U.S. and Western European 

firms expanding into the region. 

Poland outstrips its eastern neighbors 

in the rate of commercial development, 

with an 8.5 percent growth in construc

tion spending last year, compared 

with 8 percent for Hungary and flat or 

negative growth rates for the Czech 

Republic, Slovakia, and Russia . Poland 

is so prosperous, in fact, that some 

analysts no longer consider it an 

emerging market. 

As the region approaches the 

10-year anniversary of the fall of the 

Berlin Wall, the future looks bright. 

Financial analysts unanimously predict 

the western regions of Eastern Europe 

will continue to thrive as ethnic 

upheavals subside and countries pre

pare their fast-track candidacy for 

membership in the European Union. 

The rate of construction for the region's 

western countries is expected to 

increase 6.5 percent in 2000, compared 

with a predicted 3.4 percent in 1999. 

On the downside, Russia's economy 

still suffers a negative growth rate-
a hangover from the ruble 's 1998 deval

uation and years of stagnant manufac

turing. The country's prolonged 

economic depression isn't the only rea

son to be wary of Russian projects in 

the year or so ahead. A New York Times 

survey of international executives 

named it one of the 10 worst places to 

conduct business. "We demand retain
ers if we haven 't worked with a 

developer before," says Frank Nemeth, 

design principal of Ellerbe Becket's 

Moscow office. "Agreements can be 
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Ellerbe Becket's Center for 
Rehabilitative Medicine in Moscow. 

nullified from one day to the next. 

Building codes-called 'snips'-are dis

organized. They're like a library without 

a Dewey decimal system." 

By contrast, the Eastern European 

countries that have seen the most con

struction over the last decade-Poland, 

Hungary, and the Czech Republic-

are quickly adopting Western legal, 

accounting, and regulatory conventions. 

It's easier to practice in these countries, 

as well, because they've developed 

infrastructure, urban-planning 

schemes, and modern phone systems. 

Regardless of where you land in 

Eastern Europe, you'll want to finesse 
your way through the building codes 

and expedite projects by forming work

ing partnerships with local engineers 

and builders. "You have to be fluent in 

the language and sensitive to their cul-

Poland .. Hun9ar1:::1 .• 

the Czech Pepublic .. 
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undergone the most 
r.::ipid commercial 
de\.•elopment in 
all of Europen The 
question is: Can 
the1::1 keep it up? 

ture and history, then meld that with 

North American expertise," says Paul 

Hanegraaf, who, as head of RTKL's 110-

person London office, has overseen 

corporate design and urban-develop

ment projects in Eastern Europe for si x 

years. "You can't just fly in and fly out. 

There's no room for cowboys." 

Suzanne Billo Kaiser is a New York-based 

freelance writer. 
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BY MARI< K. BLACKMAN 

Latin Americais no market for the faint 

of heart. Architects who venture south 

of the border face the construction 

equivalent of la vida loca-explosive 

inflation, sudden interest-rate jumps, 

political perils, and a dearth of long

term institutional lending. 

For all its uncertainties, the region 

continues to draw U.S. designers and 

builders. The reason: a huge imbalance 

in supply and demand. In the United 

States, for example, there are 30,000 

shopping centers for 240 million people 

(or one for every 8,000 people). By con

trast, Brazil has 150 shopping centers 

for about 150 million people (or one for 

every 1 million people). As demand 

continues to outpace supply throughout 
the commercial real-estate market, 

yields on investment could reach as high 

as 18 percent, compared with 10 to 12 

percent in the United States. 

Like Asia, Latin America appears to 

be rebounding from last year's bruis

ing. Forecasters feared that Brazi l 's 

economy might collapse, dragging the 

region down with it. But nine months 

after the real 's devaluation plunged 

the country into disorder, Brazil has 

defied expectations with a remarkable 

turnaround. The International 

Monetary Fund now predicts 4 percent 

growth for Latin America, with the 

surging Brazilian and Mexican 

economies offsetting feebler outputs 

from Argentina, Chile, Columbia, 

Ecuador, and Venezuela. 

The major U.S. firms are wi lling to 

risk pain for gain. Current projects 

include a 5,000-acre satellite city out

side Santiago, Chile (RTKL), major 

office buildings for U.S. clients and 

local developers in Sao Paulo, Brazil 

(Skidmore, Owings & Merrill), studies 

for Lat in America's tallest building 

(HOK) , and a privatized prison system 

in Argentina (Spill is Candela DMJM). 

"Latin American business has evolved 

steadily, but more slowly than in other 

regions," says SOM partner T.J. 

Gottesdiener. "We've experienced sta

ble growth, but not the boom we saw in 

the Middle East or Asia." 

Conservative firms are trying to 

avoid currency and political risks by 

confining themselves to U.S.-based 

clients with American-dollar contracts 

signed under the safe confines of U.S. 

law. In return for security, they face 

intensel y negotiated fees and the pre-



dictable constraints of corporate 

design. Firms with a greater appetite 

for risk are now building strong local 

relationships. 

North American institutional 

lenders are largely put off by the up

and-down nature of Latin America's 

real-estate market. They are unsure 

how the game is played down there, 

and the uncertainty has discouraged 

them from lending against assets 

they can't easily seize. In their place, 

high returns and high demand have 

spawned a new breed of agile, entre

preneurial developers who, for 

the most part, want to make names for 

themselves with distinctive design. 

Without long-term funds available 

from banks or insurance companies, 

these Latin American clients depend 

on their own net worth or short-term 

loans from pension funds. 

U.S. architects who have planted 

their flags in Latin America for the 

long haul emphasize the importance 

of building a roster of trusted clients . 

Architects in Latin America must 

recognize the crucial need to develop 

long-lasting relationships," says 

Lance Josal, managing director of 

RTKL 's Dallas office. "The stronger 

these relationships, the less risk you 

face. Plus, in Latin America you 
can do things you couldn't do else

where. It's more creative." 

Hilario Candela, president of Spill is 

Candela DMJM and a veteran of Latin 

American projects, concurs: "Think 

of yourself as a consultant more than a 

shirt-sleeve architect," he advises. 

"Listen carefully and learn how to 
transfer your technical skills to their 

culture, and do not impose." 

Mark K. Blackman is a writer and former 

international banker. 
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RTKL's Club Industrial De Monterray in 

Monterrey, Mexico (left); 

NBBJ's Hall of Still Thought in Taichung, 

Taiwan (right). 

BY CHRISTOPHER HAWTHORNE 

During late 1997 and early 1998, the 

surest way to elicit a groan from an 

American architect with lots of foreign 

clients was to utter a single word: Asia. 

The tsunami of economic chaos that 

crested in Thailand in July 1997 and 

swept across the Far East over the fol

lowing months left plenty of stateside 

firms soaked. Indeed, in many coun

tries architecture itself provided the 

starkest symbols of Asian economic 

woe: While devalued currencies and 

plummeting stock markets couldn 't be 

photographed, the half-built, aban

doned towers known as "see-th roughs" 

were all too visible. 
Barely two years after the height 

of a crisis many analysts predicted 

would take five or six years to recede, 

American firms are once again looking 

hopefully toward the region. "We get 

the feeling that the economies in the 

region have bottomed out and are com

ing back," says Ed Friedrichs, president 

of Gensler Architecture, Design and 

Planning Worldwide. But tl:le recovery 

looks fragile. Indonesia and Thailand 

remain dormant, with continuing bank

ing crises exposing more cracks in the 

economy than even the harshest critics 

had suspected. And the September 

earthquake in Taiwan has of course 

altered the equation there: The disas

ter may provide a macabre brand of 

economic stimulus as the nation 

rebuilds, but for now the situation is 

predictably chaotic . Though Japan's 

economy has finally stopped contract

ing, it remains mired in debt, with the 

outlook fairly grim. And China is 

marching to its own beat: Late-summer 

reports of a government-mandated 

construction ban on luxury hotels, 

department stores, and some factories 

suggest the Chinese economy could 

slip just as its neighbors regain their 

footing . The countries whose prospects 
look the brightest in the near future, 

most observers agree, are Singapore, 

South Korea, and Malaysia. 

Not surprisingly, American firms are 

taking precautions throughout the 

region . "We're asking for bigger retain

ers, and watching cash flow and 

accounts receivable more closely than 

we did before," reports David Brotman, 

vice chairman of RTKL, whi ch is work

ing most heavily in Japai:i and Taiwan . 

Firms are also finding that their Asian 

clients are doing business differently. 
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The fly-by-night developers in Southeast 

Asia have largely disappeared; projects 

for private local clients are now rare. 

Those that do exist tend to be Jess 

speculative than before. 

Meanwhile, in South Korea, where 

the huge conglomerates suffered stag

gering losses, independent developers 

and consu It ants are staking out a pres

ence for the first time. As a result, says 

Jeffrey McCarthy, a managing partner 

at Skidmore, Owings & Merrill, new 

sectors like luxury housing are thriving 

there, and "the internal market is more 

competitive and more sophisticated." 

The h.::il f-buil t .. 
abandoned to1.1.1ers 
kno1.1.1n as "see
throughs·'·' are .::ill 
too \•'isiblea 

For all of their newfound caution, 

firms are uniformly bullish about 

Asia's long-term prospects. And some 

developers ' ambitions remain sky high. 

The Cincinnati office of FRCH Design 

Worldwide is designing an entertain

ment complex on the lower floors of the 

new Taiwan Financial Center in Taiwan. 
Though a dispute over flight paths to 

and from Taipei's Sungshan Airport 

caused developers to back away from 

claims that it would be the wor ld's 
tallest building upon completion in 
2002, they still hope to build it to 90 sto

ries. And plans are already underway 

in China for a new skyscraper that will 
reach higher still. The hubristic 
impulse of the boom years is back. The 
Asian tiger purrs again. 

Design writer Christopher Hawthorne was 

a fellow last year in Columbia University's 

National Arts Journalism Program. 
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INTERVIEW BY MICHAEL CANNELL 

A business-minded architect would have 

been the conventional choice when the 

27 partners of Skidmore, Owings & 

Merrill (SOM) convened last June to fill 

the newly created position of firm pres

ident. Instead, SOM raised eyebrows by 

going outside the profession to hire 

Kenneth Brown, a former Rhodes 

scholar and vice president of General 

Electric (Architecture, August 1999, 

page11) . 

Why Brown? For the second year 

running, a Fortune survey of executives 

and analysts named GE the world's 

most admired company, and strategic 

development outside the United States 

is among GE's strengths. Durin g his 

seven-year tenure at GE, Brown headed 
operations in Southeast Asia, Mexico, 
Central America, and the Caribbean. 

No doubt SOM's partners had Brown's 
overseas management credentia ls in 

mind when they chose him. More than 
35 percent of the f irm's billings are 

international, with 80 employees work
ing among three foreign offices. Brown 

expects international billings to swell 
as high as 50 percent as the firm pur
sues big overseas jobs, particular ly in 

Latin America and Europe. Architecture 

visited Brown 's Wall Street otfice 

recently to ask about his plans for gear

ing up SOM 's global presence. 

ARCHITECTURE: Are U.S. architec
ture firms now obliged to work 
abroad if they want to be big-time 
players? 
BROWN : I think you'd have to be extra

ordinarily well diversified within the 

U.S. market to survive the economic 

cyc les, and that's a very difficult thing 

to ach ieve. It's much safer to be diver

sified geographically and also a little 

diversified in the type of work you do. 

If you were to wake up at night wor
rying about your overseas opera

tions, what would you likely be 
concerned with? 
International work is complicated by a 

range of currency and economic 

issues-and even political issues-that 
are unlike anything you might face in 

the domestic market. They add addi
tional risk. For every one of those risks, 

you try to find a hedge. You can always 

protect against currency problems in 
one manner or another. But po litical 
and economic risks are more difficult to 
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multiuse structures like the Hong 

Kong Convention Center. Of course, 

we're also asked to do projects with 

sophisticated structural arrange

ments, like office towers. Large U.S. 

firms such as SOM have developed 

incredible skill in handling the massive 

amount of information that goes 

into highly technical projects. We 

haven't yet received much recognition 

for that, but it gives us a huge advan-

hedge against, so you look for as stable tage. Down the line it will, I think, be 

a situation as you can find . More 

importantly, you look for stable clients. 

All American companies-not just 

architects-suffer some degree of indi

gestion overseas because the work is 

less contractually bound than we're 

used to. You're expected to depend on 

your relationship and long-term under

standing with the client, so you might 

be unprepared for risks. On the other 

hand, you don't want to push the client 

out the door by insisting on a whole 

range of contractual assurances. I think 

the secret is to find the happy medium. 

You end up having to compromise. 

How do you hedge against currency 

problems? 
The best hedge is to insist that the 

contracts are written in the denomina

tion in which you have most of your 

costs. If you happen to be a firm in 

Singapore, and all your drawings and 

work are performed in Singapore, then 

there's no problem with the Singapore

dol lar contract. If you happen to be 

a firm with most of its costs located in 

the United States, then you want be 

paid in our currency. If you can't do 

that, and you're dealing with a stable 

currency, then you may want go on an 

unhedged position. But if you're work
ing in, say, Latin America, Indonesia, 

or Thailand, then you'd wantto buy 

currency hedges from banks-they're a 

good form of insurance. Hedges are 

expensive, of course, but ideally you 

wou Id write the cost into your contract. 

What are American architects 
asked to do overseas? 
We're generally viewed as the world's 

best planners, so urban planning and 

site planning are huge requests. Other 

countries also look to the United 

States for complex, multidisciplinary, 

viewed as a big calling card. 

What grade would you assign U.S. 
architects for their overseas man

agement ability? 
I would say the profession overal I is at a 

C level. It simply hasn't accumulated 

enough experience. By contrast, look at 

Hewlett-Packard, Motorola, and Intel: 

They've earned As for how they under

stand and integrate into global cultures . 

The big engineering firms have had an 

up-and-down history, but you'd probably 

give them a B for the most part. 

Do architecture firms working 
overseas too often try to operate by 

U.S. rules? 
You have to operate by U.S. rules to 

some extent when it comes to liability. 

So they're right to enforce them. Rules 

become a big issue when it comes 

to actually administering and manag

ing projects overseas. The U.S. rules 

are also appropriate with respect to 

the professional qua I ity of the work, the 

due diligence you do to assure that 
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everything is done up to standard. 

They may result in conflict, but I think 

those are good rules to have. On the 

other hand, it may be appropriate to 

compromise over cultural issues and 

your relationship with the client. 

How crucial is the distinction 
between working on a U.S. firm's 

overseas facility and working for a 
foreign client? 

The best way to break into a place like 

India, where we don't have much 

experience, is to design a facility for, 

say, Intel or Hewlett-Packard. We'd 

still have to work with local regula

tions and so forth, but the basic 

understanding with the client is cul
turally locked . 

What do you tell your staff work
ing overseas? What do you urge 
them to keep in mind? 

You can assume a cultural affinity 

with domestic clients. If you're work

ing overseas, you must be aware of 

the cultural bridge. You really can't 

take anything for granted. The busi

ness and technical details will come 

with time. But you constantly have to 

acquaint yourself with the cultural 

and political context-and that takes 

some doing. I encouraged the people 

who worked for me at GE to spend 

time studying the culture they work in, 

including the language. 

America doesn't really have its 

own culture; it's a melting pot of 

hugely diverse cultures. This is a 

country based on ideas. But if you go 
to Mexico or China or Malaysia, 

they have cultures and histories that 

have existed for long stretches of 

time without much influx. If you 

work there, you really have to involve 

yourself in it, and that's hard for 

Americans to do. The guy who ran 

GE's international operations for 

years-Paolo Fresco, who is now the 

chairman of Fiat-used to say that he 

looked for personnel who had a nat

ural curiosity about the art, history, 

and language of a certain country. It 
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IF YOU NElJ TO RECAP1 JRE HISTORt 

BORROW SOME OF OURS 

When you're involved in a restoration product, you may need brick that simply isn't available 
in today's market. But that doesn't necessarily mean it can't be available. 

For more than a century, Belden Brick has been synonymous with quality brick in a broad range of 
colors, sizes and shapes. Our history may well include the brick you need to restore a structure - and 
perhaps be made today in traditional beehive kilns used extensively in earlier days. 

When you're trying to recapture history and need the authentic look of yesterday's brick, you may 
find our history uniquely helpful. 

Frequently we can turn yesterday into today. Call us to see if we can do so for you: 330-456-0031 . 

l ... . -41:::. "' .. I I -

BEl!DEN 
THE BELDEN BRICK COMPANY 

Canton, Ohio 44701-0910 
hnp://www.beldenbrick.com 
AN ISO 9002 REGISTERED COMPANY 
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Surface Design 
CLOCKW ISE FROM TOP LEFT: Structural Glass Pi lkington 's 

Profilit glazing system, popular in Europe, is now an 

innovative option in the United States. The system, 

made of translucent, U-shaped cast-glass panels, pro

vides sufficient strength to protect against lateral loads; 

it can also be installed at high elevations. The translu

cency of the panels makes them perfect for interior 
office walls. Profilit is available in a wide range of glass, 

size and color options. Circle 297 on information card. 

Brilliant Ball On December 31, 168 of Philips ' Halogena 

2000 bulbs will brighten the new Waterford crystal ball 

that drops in Times Square to mark the new millennium. 

Bulbs in the Halogena 2000 line last 3,000 hours and can 

replace standard incandescent lightbulbs. Circle 298 on 

information card. Playful Prints Maharam introduces 

five playful patterns from the Charles and Ray Eames 

Compiled by Joelle Byrer 

archives as part of their Textiles of the 20th Century 

series. Maharam's Mary Murphy worked closely with 

Lucia Eames to develop the co ll ection as a reflection 

of the Eames' direct and simple approach to design . 

Dot Pattern, Small Dot Pattern, Circles, Kites , and 

Crosspatch are made primarily of cotton; Crosspatch 

has a silk-like finish. Circle 299 on information card. 

Glassy Wonder German-based Duravit introduces 

Happy-D, their new line of bathroom fixtures. Designed 
by Sieger Design, Happy-D's clean, simp le lines are suit

able for residential or contract settings . All Duravit 

products can be finished with WonderGliss, a new 

surface that repels water and eases the maintenance 

of ceramic sinks and tubs. WonderGliss prevents dirt 

from clinging to surfaces ; any grime that does accumu

late washes away quickly with water and a mild deter

gent. The finish, applied during firing, is environmentally 

safe. Circle 300 on information card. 
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For addi t ional info rmation from our advert isers, circle t he corresponding number on the Free Product 
Information Card. You may also get information online at www.archilecluremag.com. First, click on Reader 
Support, then Product Info to reach our electronic reader service card. 
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UPCOMING 
PROJECTS 

CONSTRUCTION COST COMPARISONS PER SQUARE FOOT • OCTOBER 1999 

ELEMENTARY SCHOOL 
1 story building with 12' story height 
and 45,000 square feet of floor area 

3rd Q 1999 3rd a 1998 

$ 68.20 66.62 

89.32 88.10 

84.76 82.68 

66.46 64.68 

74.81 71.75 

83.92 83.27 

102.38 100.82 

68.58 67.06 

79.06 76.73 

94.79 93.53 

80.96 78.81 

73.29 72.27 

3rd Q 1999 3rd Q 1998 

69.33 67.78 

90.79 89.49 

86.16 85.03 

67.55 66.50 

76.04 73.61 

85.31 84.73 

104.07 102.96 

69.71 69.14 

80.37 78.68 

96.35 95.17 

82.30 80.19 

74.50 73.53 

HOSPITAL 
6 story building with 12' story height 
and 200,000 square feet of floor area 

3rd a 1999 3rd a 1998 
98.15 97.71 

129.54 129.01 

122.98 122.57 

96.04 95.85 

107.66 106.11 

122.78 122.14 

148.04 147.87 

99.80 99.67 

113.78 113.41 

137.41 137.18 

116.51 115.76 

106.47 106.00 

Each month Architecture takes a snapshot of U.S. construction - looking at average costs and upcoming projects for different building types. News 
on projects is provided by Construction Market Data and cost information by R.S. Means - both GMO Group companies. 

NOTE: Cost comparisons shown here are for the basic building without site work, development, land, specialty finishes or equipment. Actual 
square foot costs vary significantly from project to project based on quality, complexity and local economy. 

©1999, R.S. Means, a GMO Group company. For more cost information on Means cost estimating, software and services call 800.448.8182 or 
visit www.rsmeans.com. 

Big Creek Elementary School 
Location: Webb Bridge Road, Alpharetta, GA 
Project Value: $22 million 
Size: 125,000 sq ft, 1 floor above grade, 
1 structure 
Current Project Stage: Schematics 
Status: Schematics in Progress; Bid Schedule 
Not Set 
Project Scope: Classrooms for 1,000 
Students, Offices, Gymnasium, Kitchen , 
Cafeteria, Storage Area, Multi Purpose Area 
Owner: Fulton County Board of Education; 
Chris Noeth; 5270 Northfield Boulevard; 
College Park, GA 30349-3179 
Phone: 404.768.3600; Fax: 404.763.6798 
Architect: Collins Cooper Carusi Architects; 
Eric Richardson; 1708 Peachtree Street NW, 
Suite 309; The Brookwood Exchange Building; 
Atlanta, GA 30309-2445 
Phone: 404.873.0001 ; Fax: 404.873.0051 

Mill Lake Elementary School 
Location: Monroe Township, NJ 
Project Value: $24.5 million 
Size: 68,000 sq ft, 1 floor above grade, 
1 structure 
Current Project Stage: Working Drawings 
Status: Working Drawings 25% Complete; 
Bid Date To Be Set Approx. 01 /2000 
Project Scope: Demolition of the Existing 
Building, Reconstruction of New Elementary 
School 
Owner: Monroe Township Board of Education; 
Jerry Take; Route 522 & Schoolhouse Road; 
Jamesburg, NJ 08831 
Phone: 732.521 .1500 
Architect: Morton Russo & Maggio; Dave 
Steffenhagen; 2009 US Route 130, Suite B; 
North Brunswick, NJ 08902 
Phone: 732.297.4200; Fax: 732.821.1181 

Eagle Springs Day Lodge 
Location: Mammoth Lakes Ski Area, 
Mammoth Lakes, CA 
Project Value: $9 - $10 million 
Size: 30,000 sq ft, 2 floors above grade, 
1 structure 
Current Project Stage: Schematics 
Status: Schematics Complete; Project on 
Hold Pending Owner Review 
Project Scope: Day Lodge, Restaurant, 
Retail & Sports Shops 
Owner & Architect: Mammoth Mountain Ski 
Area; Larry Walker; PO Box 24; Mammoth 
Lakes, CA 93546 
Phone: 760.934.2571 

Hilton Garden Inn 
Location: King Street & Anderson Hill Road, 
Rye Brook, NY 
Project Value: $12.1 - $16.25 million 
Size: 172,920 sq ft, 3 floors above grade, 
1 structure, 154 parking spaces 
Current Project Stage: Working Drawings 
Status: Working Drawings in Progress; Bid 
Date To Be Set Approx. 11 /99 
Project Scope: 154 Guest Rooms, Dining 
Room, Lounge, Business Center, Indoor 
Swimming Pool, Fitness Area 
Owner: Fairchild Properties; Mike Smith; 
20 E46th Street; New York, NY 10017-2417 
Phone: 212.687.0090 
Architect: Rabun, Hogan, Ota & Rasche 
Architects; Mark Campis; 805 Peachtree 
Street NE, Suite 61 O; Atlanta, GA 30308 
Phone: 404.522.9455; Fax: 404.522.9454 

©1999, Construction Market Data, a CMD 
Group company. Call CMD for additional project 
details at 800.928.4530, or visit www.cmdg.com. 

Elko General Hospital 
Location: Elko, NV 
Project Value: $20 million 
Size: 125,000 sq ft, 75 units, 3 floors above 
grade, 1 structure 
Current Project Stage: Working Drawings 
Status: Working Drawings in Progress; GC 
to Take Subbids 0212000 
Project Scope: Replacement Hospital; 
Patient Rooms, Emergency Room, Surgical 
Suite, Dietetic Kitchen, Cafeteria, Support 
Areas, Offices; Structural Steel Frame, EIFS 
Exterior, Fully Adhered Membrane Roof on 
Concrete Decking, Roof-Top HVAC 
Owner: Providence Healthcare Company; 
John Rutledge; 105 Westwood Place, Suite 
400; Brentwood, TN 37027-5038 
Phone: 615.370.1377; Fax: 615.370.1476 
Architect: Gould Turner Group Inc.; Mike 
Jones; 4400 Harding Road, Suite 1000; 
Nashville, TN 37205-2251 
Phone: 615.297.3122; Fax: 615.292.4786 

Heart Center Consolidation Palmetto 
Richland Memorial Hospital 
Location: Medical Park Drive, Columbia, SC 
Project Value: $60 - $65 million 
Size: 250,000 sq ft, 4 floors above grade, 
1 floor below grade, 1 structure 
Current Project Stage: Schematics 
Status: Schematics in Progress; On Hold 
Pending Regulatory Approvals 
Project Scope: New Building Attached to 
North Tower and Main Hospital Building 
Associate Owner: Palmetto Richland Memorial 
Hospital; Steve Minsky; 3 Medical Park Road, 
Room 404; Columbia, SC 29203-6873 
Architect: Kaplan Mclauglin Diaz; John 
Scott; 222 Vallejo Street, Suite 400; San 
Francisco, CA 94111-1583 
Phone: 415.398.5191 ; Fax: 415.394.7158 



last word 

Today's book superstores bring 
old-fashioned literary culture to the 

masses. By Andrei Codrescu 

Today's chain bookstores in the hitherto bookless suburbs of America 

are as grand as movie palaces. Well-lit, spacious, and hospitable, 

they encourage perusing and loafing. Their coffeehouses are places to 

read and write. Many of them have public readings and author sign

ings. There is discreet music in the air and one can overhear conversa

tions. People are free to look at one another and see what others are 

reading. Quite a few establishments have singles nights and openly 

encourage strangers to meet. 

Today's democratic cathedrals have come a long way from the intim

idating bookstores of my youth . I worked tor a brief time in the late 

1960s at Eighth Street Bookstore in New York City. Eighth Street was a 

highbrow, strictly whispering place where any kind of loudness was 

immediately censured,l)y the arched eyebrows of us young guardians 

of culture and $3-an-hour clerks. We were all would-be writers who 

disdained popular books and looked down our noses at purveyors of 

best-sellers. 

From the cash register, our view of the book-lined walls was unim

peded by stacks of attractive commercial displays. Severely alphabet-

Leafing Through Culture 
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ized, rigorously chosen, our books sat primly on the floor-to-ceiling 

shelves, neither friendly nor gaudy. Books were ser ious business, we 

were serious young people, and a bookstore was not a frivolous place. 

Yet, tor all that, there was a voluptuous frisson in all that ch i ll. There 

was a furtiveness in the atmosphere, a hidden sexuality. An elegant 

young woman could be looking at Volume 3 of Heidegger's complete 

works under the scrutiny of an intense young poet leafing through 

The Military History of the United States, and the air would crackle. 

We are in the midst of a reading explosion, due in part to the archi

tecture ofthe new book palaces. Until the mid-1970s, books couldn't 

be found in suburban America. A few greeting card stores sometimes 

carried best-selling paperbacks. To obtain a serious book, one had to 

make the trip to a big city. All that has changed. Books themselves 

have changed to tit into the new spaces: Covers are brighter, packag

ing is smarter, design is paramount. Instead of forbidding you to enter 

them, books as well as bookstores do their best to attract. 
I 

One view of culture has superseded another. The old view was that 

a bookstore was a temple of culture and customers were pilgrims 

looking tor salvation. The new view is that people with actual bodies 
and wide-ranging interests find pleasure in each other's company. 

Bookstores like Eighth Street hearkened back to the lending librari es 

of the 19th century, where hushed decorum was deemed inviolate. 

It was part of the high-collar Victorian conception of culture. Newer 

bookstores are heirs to the frivolous yet intellectually challenging 

bohemian stores of Paris ' Left Bank. Big American cities at the end of 

the century are more like Paris in the 1920s than London in the 1890s. 

And it's a good thing, I think. ll 

Bohemian rhapsody: The contemporary American surburban bookstore, which 

encourages mingling among customers, traces its genea logy to Pari sian bookstall s. 
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A Better Way to Design 
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After 14 years of constant research and development, 

Diehl Graphsoft is proud to introduce VectorWorks

the next generation of Mini CAD. Vector Works improves 

MiniCAD's proven CAD technology and merges new 

state of the art Object-Based design philosophy. This 

integration makes you more productive without 

sacrificing flexibility and control. 

Increased Productivity with Object-Based Design 

Vector Works' state of the art Object Technology helps 

streamline the design process by making it easy to create 

common design elements. Now, Objects like 

doors, windows, roofs and stairs, can be created 

and edited with a click of the mouse, making it 

easy to explore design alternatives, consider 

"what if" scenarios, and handle 

last-minute client changes. 

The Strength of a Proven 
CAD Technology 

VectorWorks offers a solid foundation 

based on proven CAD technology-giving you 

the power and flexibility to tackle any design 

problem. New features such as Workgroup Referencing, DWG (v.14), 

Round Walls, Multiple Undo/Redo and an improved scripting language, 

strengthen VectorWorks' core CAD capabilities. And, with RenderWorks, 

VecrorWorks' new photo-realistic rendering plug-in, you can bring your 

designs to life with textures, shadows and dramatic lighting. 

The VectorWorks Advantage 

With VectorWorks, you get it all- the flexibility and control of proven 

CAD technology and the productivity benefits of Object-Based design. 

VectorWorks ships FREE solutions for Architecture, Landscape Design, 

DTM and HVAC among others. Best of all , you aren't limi ted to the 

solutions we provide. VectorWorks is completely customizable allowing 

you to create your own cusrom business solutions. 

Special Offer to Readers of Architecture Magazine 

Save $134 by purchasing VectorWorks with photorealistic 

rendering direct for $1061 or, without rendering 

for only $795. Includes FREE Tech Support and 

a 90-Day Money-Back Guarantee. 

Diehl Graphsoft Inc 
Software for Today's Professional 

1-888-646-4223 
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The time , labor and expense of masonry construction can add 
up to a weighty load. That's why more builders are switching to 
USG® FIBEROCKrn Brand Abuse-Resistant Panels. 

You get all the abuse resistance required for institutional 
applications, with panels that install over conventional framing. 
Which also pays off in speedier occupancy and far greater 
design flexibility. 

Take some of the pressure off your next project. 
Call l-800-USG-4YOU today or visit our website: 

www.usg.com 

VHI ABUSE·RESISTANT 
GYPSUM FIBER PANELS 
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